.... Dreaming Humanity's Path..,.

WHOOSH!
In the midst of a summer solstice starlit night, while camping in the mountains
by a clear little mirror-like lake which is surrounded by ancient primordial forest,
I have this dream:

I am traveling through the universe in my light body with all of my friends.
There is great song and laughter, a joyous party is going on.
As I am looking out upon the vastness of the universe,
I happen to notice a distant blue light, like a twinkling blue diamond or sapphire.
Traveling at the speed of light, in an instant
~
I am near this wondrous gem in the middle of eternity.
The closer I get, the more beautiful and intriguing it becomes.
Suddenly, its gravitational pull has me and I feel the sensation of falling
rapidly in the pit of my stomach ...... WHOOSH!
In the next moment, I am hanging naked from a doctor's hands.
I am encased in a human body!

-~

Off in the distance, I hear my friends laughing.
They think this is hysterically funny.
As their voices trail off in the distance, I can hear them singing,
"Fools rush in where angels fear to tread."
Thus begins a new reincarnation.
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has happened to these people?
Sheinformslnethat
this is a healing journey.
I am to be healed
and to assist in healing others.

Focus on Healing ....
Heal (verb) To .. .. ameliorate, gain,
improve, mend, rally, recover, rehabilitate, revive, cure, fix, make well,
mend, revive, remedy, repair, restore.
This issue is extremely focused ... extraordinary in variety but
nearly all of the contents center
around the theme suggested in our
last issue: Dreams and Healing. It is
filled with inspiration and validation that our dreams are indeed in
service to healing on all levels: planetary, community,, family and
individual.
\)\)\)\) A Four Heart rating
(much more significant than two
to all who
thumbs up!)
have contributed. It is a particular
pleasure to introduce you to some
of Moab's dreamers and artists. Our
cover art, FlameDance, the opening
birthing vision, WHOOSH! and

World Wheel: Cross Cultural Healing
with Ritual and Art, all emanate
from individuals inhabiting this red
rock desert land.

Healing Dreams ....
I'd like to share two significant
healing dreams of my own that I
hope hold meaning for you and ask
you to consider them through the
eyes of an individual who is predominantly reasonable, linear,
logical:
Lecture on Releasing Steam

A college professor is giving a lecture
to rny class. He is pointing to the image
of a pressure cooker with particular
emphasis on the steam release valve.
As he does so, he explains that
this is an example of how we are to
release repressed emotions ....
a little at a time.
Mass Transit Healing

I am on board a passenger train with a
well-known healer. We are looking
toward the seats which are filled with
passengers who are
wrapped in white bandages
from head to toe. I ask the healer what
6

What a genius .... the DreamMaker! When I had these dreams in
the '80s, I admit they perplexed
me; today, their meaning is lucid.
Stilt many people tilt their heads
and say "That's weird!" when one
shares such dream imagery. And
truly, if you consider these events
taking place in what we consider to
be 'normal' reality, it is weird!
What college professor is going to
lecture on the similarity between a
pressure cooker release valve and
repressed emotions? And, what an
experience it would be to see a train
full of.... mummies!
The most basic-yet challenging- of necessities in dreamwork
is developing skills in comprehending the intriguing language of the
soul. No small task.... because it is,
most often, uniquely individualized
and, at times, a universal language.

Our Next Issue ....

Expressions of Gratitude ....
After many years of valuable
service to dreams and Dream Network as Advisors, Ingrid Luke and
Kelly Htmter are moving on. Ingrid
finds herself overly occupied with
her family's business in Central
Oregon and with the launching of
her two lovely daughters into their
college years; she remains available
to you as one of our valuable
Networkers . Kelly is going through a
delightful transition and has
recently moved to the Virgin
Islands. Wow! Thank you, both, for
all that you have given!

Thus, the Question to be
explored in our next issue: What
processes do you employ in clarifying, then integratin& the symbolic language and metaphors in
your dreams?
Let's really dive into this one!
Share your insights, techniques,
experience .... for the benefit of all
dreamers.

Gail Arrenholz-Roberts recently
called and requested extra copies of
this issue of DN for the purpose of
networking and marketing in
Illinois. It is this kind of help that
we genuinely appreciate. If you are
so inclined, please be in touch.
There are a number of ways in
which you can help! Thanks, Gail.

Changes ...

Page 3, Dreaming Humanity's
Path: It Will Take a Spiritual Reawakening, should have read .... "I'm in
an outdoor, country setting where I
give a spontaneous and impassioned
speech concerning the state of the
world. Feeling greatly inspired, I speak
in simple terms. I inform my audience
that "it will take a spiritual reawakening" to deflect us from our present
course of destruction ... ."
In Responses, pp. 10-11, the fetter
entitled DN]. A Community Sharing
Its Dreams with the World, was sub-

Dream Network is in a process
of challenging and positive transformation. The changes, though in
too embryonic a stage to articulate
with clarity at this time, are responsible for our lateness in getting
this issue out. In order to satisfy our
obligation to you, we have created
an expanded issue and will do so
again in December. We also decided to compromise our cover
stock in order to experience full
color.
Please share your Responses soon.
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mitted by Barbara Shor. Apologies.

unconscious.
People all over the world are
waking up to the importan ce of the
dreamwo rld. There is a spiritual
upheaval going on. By paying
attention to our dreams we can
directly access the mystery of this
hidden side of our personalities.
We are coming to the end of a
On Dreami ng
millennium. One thousand years of
We have all been to the landlooking outside of ourselve s for all
scape of the dreamwo rld.
of the answers has not worked. It's
By studying our dreams, we can time for us to tum within
where all
understa nd ourselves so that we
of the answers to all of the questcan learn and grow in a subtle way. ions in the universe
are waiting to
It seems that everyone is lookbe found.
ing for more meaning in their lives,
Cosmic consciousness is the
a higher purpose. But most of us
connection we all have to one
ignore our sixth sense. Not being
another. There is a world underaware of dreams is comparable to
lying the three dimensional framewearing a blindfold or using earwork we call reality. In this other
plugs through life. We have been
world, we can collectively commgiven an avenue to the inner world, unicate and
together accomplish
a pathway to the life of the soul.. ..
incredible miracles.
and most of us ignore it.
We create from our collective
Dreams hold unlimited posssouls. Because of this, we have a
ibilities.
responsibility to do planetary soulIt's a miracle that we can lie
work, where all of us work under
perfectly still, our bodies asleep in
the surface of everyday situations,
our beds and our spirit / minds can
for world peace and health and
travel long distance s- no distance harmony.
is too far- through time, reviewIf people would give some time
ing the past, checking out the futand attention to this endeavor, toure .... we can even meet with our
gether we could help our planet.
loved ones who have died.
The Earth is our creative endeavor.
In the dream we use all of our
It is what we are. It's all an extensenses. We can see, hear, taste,
sion of ourselves.
touch and smell. Amazing.... and
Dreams hold universal secrets.
we don't even use our bodies! We
They're a way to uncover the uncan hear other people's thoughts
remembe red past and the unknown
even though they're not talking.
future. They defy space and time.
We can read their minds.
They connect us to all living things.
In the dream, thoughts take
They tell us what death is like.
immedia te realization. Awake,
They're a way to communicate with
thoughts take "time" to happen. In
others, living or dead. Dreams heal
the dream, time expands and conus.
tracts. We have all the time in the
Everyone 's ideal person lives
world and change is always happwithin the soul of their dreams.
ening.
We dream for many different
Carol Glazier, Highland Park, IL
reasons: to release our feelings, to
examine past lives, to explain life's
daily events, to solve problems . We
Harriet Found Us!
have flying dreams, healing
I discovered a recent copy of
dreams, time travel dreams, precogDream Network in a book store.
nitive and discover y dreams. We
I read it from cover to cover
have dreams of the collective

and can't wait for more!
Enclosed is my check to cover
costs for a one year subscription
and for the last issue publishe d
before my subscription. Thank you!

Harriet Berman, Monterey, CA

Plannin g a College Course:
Anthrop ology of the
Unconscious
Thanks so much for publishin g
our joint article, A Dream Sharing
Community in Extension, in the last
issue! Please credit Gordon Bernstein, a professional photogra pher
and personal friend, for my photograph. The whole issue was very
inspiring for me, as I am working
with a commun ity organiza tion in
my town for the first time after
living here for 16 years! My dreaming is helping to guide our efforts to
control growth and developm ent
and to preserve wild space. I see
this as a parallel effort to the enrichment I receive from my own 'wild'
spaces.
I'm planning a new upper-level
college course for the winter I spring
of 1997 entitled Toward an Anthropology of the Unconscious. This will
make use of many of the ideas I've
found in Dream Network Journal in
the last few years on dreaming in
other cultures. If anyone knows of
some particularly good book-len gth
studies of this in non-Western societies, please let me know.

Curtiss Hoffman, 58 Hilldale Rd.
Ashland, MA 01721
email: C1Hoffman@bridgew.edu

DN], a fine journal....
Dreaming Humanity's Path/
Dreams of Guidance for Humanity
(Vol. 14 No.3) is a beautiful issue
and DNJ is a fine journal, every
issue. I will send several issues on
to others in my network and hopefully some will subscribe who
haven't already. You all do fine
work for the dream community.

Joy Gates, NY, NY
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We Need Your Dream s!

before the dreams occurred.
For more information, call or
write: Tam Mossma n, 4225 North
Marshall #2, Scottsdale, AZ 85251
or phone (602) 994-4118.
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Dream Network:
High Octan e Fuel
At last I found you! What a
relief to find other "Big Dream ers"
or those with Dream ing Medicine,
as I call it. Always I have wanted to
find a way to honor those magnificent teachings, healings, initiations
and experiences of other times and
dimens ions that occur as I leave this
reality and enter others. Just when I
though t I would have to write a
book or someth ing huge like that to
put my dreams out there, along
comes the Dream Network! Where
have I been? Dream ing, I guess.
From early childho od to now, I
have had to work the dreams alone,
as most people 's dismissive reactions were, "Wow, you sure have
w ild dreams, wish mine were like
that." By workin g my dreams,
honori ng them and asking for help
as I drift asleep, I receive clarity
about myself and unders tanding of
the world and reality in general.
I've experienced immen se growth
as I followed the guidance given to
me or tried to answer what was put
before me by Masters in the Dream time. The dream world has taught
me more than any other person,
college or job has about who I am
and why I am here. I now value
them as incredible jewels of wisdom that are meant to be shared.
The star people, Shamans, Gods
and Goddes ses are all present and
available to heal, guide and assist.
Russell Lockhart's article,
Whispers and Murmurs, Vol. 14 No.
4, is brilliant; this man is visiona ry
at it's best. I agree wholeh eartedl y
on the import ance and value of the
dreame r and the dream to the
larger community. The possibility
of using the dream to inspire, create
and steer the evolution of society is
fantastic and gives me hope for the
future. As it was before, so it shall
be again. I applau d his words for
sparkin g in me the energy to take

my dreamw ork to a new level, to
take a look at what's been coming
throug h me in a different way:
validation, as it were, that yes, my
dreams do have worth beyond my
own person al growth. Long have I
felt that I and others have been given keys and that when we shared
them, the doors to the hidden truths
would open and answer s to my ancient mysteries would unfold. I look
forwar d to submit ting some of my
"treasu res" soon and submit ting
original artwor k to accompany it.
My person al taste is not so
much for the Freudian / Jungian
analytical psycho-babble, because
one can always go to textbooks for
that... rather it is for the cutting
edge visions and endless possibilities that the dreamw orlds contain
for person al and planeta ry enrichment. This dreame r casts her vote
to that end.
The Dream Network forum and
Lockhart's inspirational article have
been food for my soul and high octane fuel for my Dreamtime. Thank
you both from one who comes from
the stars bringin g change and
transfo rmation in service to Spirit.

and that is exactly why I have
recomm ended it to several
membe rs of Asclepiads, who have
subscribed.
I am thankfu l for this splendi d
opport unity to help and participate
in the life cycle of Dream Network
Journal. May the Masters inspire all
of our efforts.
Dr. David F. DeLoera, Ph.D.

Asclepiads A.H.O.A. Calumet City, IL

Raisin g Our Vibra tory
Levels

The Dream Network and
especially Dreaming Humanity's Path
are wonder ful, rare and despera tely
needed medicine. Thank you to the
many people respon sible. Here is a
possible seed of a sugges tion from
w aking and a dream to match.
Would it be possible to create a
partly public face for the presen t
informal Dream Netwo rk
Comm unity? That is, a public face
to address and discuss various
solutions to social problems,
solutions which spring from
dream s? Sort of dream
brainst orming in local communities
which might organically develo p a
Antara, Santa Cru z, CA national or interna tional
character.
Of course, it should remain
apolitical but address social needs
A.H.O.A.
as, for example, Newt Gingrich has
been trying to do politically. It
I am more than happy to add
could be some kind of connection
my voice to the one journal that is
betwee n Barbara Shor' s shared
doing more for the psychological
dreami ng groups and the public at
and spiritual health of its readers
large. Erich Fromm in one of his
than any other. I am very much
books mentio ned that the Talmud
impres sed with the Dream Network
was inspired by dreams of the
because it shows some real intuitive
Jewish elders. This could be a
insight into the beauty and the
democr atic Talmud for modern
myster y of the Dream World and it
times, to combat the blues that
brings it all back into the world of
seem to be going around every
reality.
country. Perhap s a publica tion to
The art work is always the first
supple ment the Dream Network
thing that attracts my attention. Not
Journal (for dream insiders?)
to mentio n the covers; they are
designe d for all people as a source
really beautif ully done. But it is the
of brainst orming new ideas to
articles both individ ually and
perceived problem s (as the Statue
collectively that earns my respect....
of Liberty requested!). Perhap s

_.._._._._._._._._._._._~
._._._._._._._._._._._~._
._._._._._

._._._._.~ore
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someth ing similar to the Body
Shop's philoso phy of philanthropy.
Here's the dream to match:

Have you experi enced
"Pharaoh Dream s"?

would perhap s try to incuba te a
dream to find out the identit y of the
person.
I restate my question: Have
other dreame rs had this type of
"doubl e dream, " and was it
unfailingly prophetic, as Joseph
contends?

I would like to know if- and
Raising Our Vibratory Levels
This is a casual office. A noise happens what - kind of experience readers
have with the so-called "Phara oh
outside. Something's happening. A
s," i.e. dreams that consist of
Dream
stone
man made of bright white marble
ive episodes, portray ing
success
two
famous
the
be
to
walks in. He seems
Marianne Kriman, Westfield, Nj
n or messag e by
situatio
same
).
the
(Hermes
y
Mercur
of
statue
classical
Such
ism.
symbol
t
If you have comments or answers
His movements are lithe. He talks to us means of differen
as the dreams described in Genesis
to Marianne's questions, please submit
office workers about how we humans
41. 1-7. The Bible, in the words of
via our "Responses" column so that
can raise our vibratory levels and
says about those dreams
Joseph,
other readers may learn, as well. (Ed.)
evolve. My colleagues don't believe him
and when I give him serious attention that they will certainly come true
becaus e "God has decided about it
bordering on awe, admiration and
and will promp tly bring it to pass."
wonder, I am considered crazy and
Eagle Symb olism ?
(Gen.41, 32). For those who don't
foolish by my colleagues. They are
disdainful of both Mercury and me. I have an old testam ent handy, I will
As a clinical social worker with
am excited and will leave them behind exemplify with one of my own
's Administration., most
Veteran
the
.
dreams
recent
in lawer vibratory frequencies.
of my practice is with a comba t
Invade d Struct ures
Again, thank you sincerely for
veteran popula tion in treatme nt for
such a fabulou s publication as the
1) I see a tree being invaded by ants or post traumatic stress disorde r
Dream Network journal. It should be similar insects. They eat all through the (PTSD). I am very involve d in
conside red a nationa l treasure. That
stem up to the branches.
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.... Dreaming Humanity's Path ....

The Earth is a
Na tiv e Am eri can Wo ma n

.... a rapidly vanish ing dream.
All I recall is a vague image
of much activity and words, someth ing like ....

"It 's OK! The frantic activity is on the outside only.
Underneath, the sleeping woman stirs .... . "

With it comes an image of....

.... the Earth filled with the body of a Native American female
and the Earth's crust, a scattered, rough energy.
She feels strong, silent and awakening....
her stretching-awake movements initiate many surface changes
that we see as cataclysmic (earthquakes, volcanoes, etc.).
M bq Lisa 'l1r.orbor11
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World Wheel; Theater of the Earth, emerged
from dreams, meditations and experiences over a period of
many years, perhaps my whole life. The threads of
dissatisfaction with the Los Angeles environment, the pain
of isolation in the life style and the art scene, the long ing
for family and community .... pushed me into leaving studio
art and into another concept of art, family, and world
community.
The activities that take precedence in our adult life
often stem from our childhood. In order to find my
destiny I had to reach into myself to understa nd the roots
of my own despair. My mother and father divorced
when I was two years old and I was placed in child care
homes. My r.wther was schizophrenic and was committed
to the State Mental Hospital. Eventually, I lived with my
grandpar ents and was enrolled in a girl's private school.
Eastern. philosophy was introduce d to me by my father
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when I was nine years old. At fourteen, I made the decision
to enter the Vedanta Convent, where I stayed for ten years..
I feel very thankful for my early beginnings. Because of my
childhood, I always had unfulfilled needs of family, but
since I hadn't experienced a conventional upbringi ng,
my idea of family grew to become a world family.
The solution and healing for my own despair and sense
of isolation was to find the web that connects all life.
What was the form of life and creativity that could
contain this new perception of myself and the world as one
inter-connected existence? I became frustrated with the
commercialism of the art scene and in 1974, I closed my
studio, gave away all my possessions .... except what
could fit into my VW bug. With just a hammer and chisel
and a few paints carried in my backpack, I started carving
stone outcroppings in wildeme ss areas.... areas that felt
sacred to me. This search for a new way to work led me
to Peru, Mexico and many areas around Los Angeles.
One day as I was roaming the Santa Monica
Mountains, I came upon a weather worn boulder and
felt drawn to sit in front of it in meditatio n. As the
warmth of the early moming sun penetrated my back,
it seemed as if a doorway opened into the stone and
also into the understa nding of who We are. Within this
seeming ly solid matter moved a luminou s energy,
the substratu m connecti ng all of life.
I lived as a hermit for five years just to establish that
experience. Nature seemed to be the only environm ent that
would support and sustain this new understa nding of
myself. Society is always saying; "Look, we are separate,
we have to kill ourselves running around developing our
egos, grabbing for ourselves to survive. We have to stay
young, accomplish." Nature was the only support I could
find that was saying, "We're all one. We are in this process
together. We are in continual change, but that's OK"
Jlf{ artworf(6y 'llijill & WorU Wfiee{ :frientfs

While living in the mounta ins, I had a dream:

I saw myself creating stone sculptures
in a giant circle
and drawing people who didn't speak
my language into community ceremonies.
The dream seemed to be nudgin g me to leave my
life as a hermit. I felt that I needed to go back into the
world, a sense of returni ng .... but go back on my own
term s . To someh ow walk a path that was saying
every second that we are one, we a re not separa te,
that we are one fami ly and that we a re connec ted
with all people, plants, animal s and the earth.
But I didn't know where this circle of my dream
lay. One day, in 1986, I whirle d a world globe keepin g
my finger on the same 40th degree paralle l. As it
turned , twelve nations leapt out at me: Califor nia
USA, Seneca Reserv ation Upstat e New York, Spain,
Italy, Greece , Egypt, Israel and Palesti ne, India, Tibet,
China, Russia and Japan. At that instant I realize d
that these co untries form e d the giant wheel of my
dream . At that ve ry momen t I started prepar ing for
the World Wheel.
The first earth sculptu re and ceremo ny of the
World Wheel came about just at the time of the
Harmo nic Conve rgence in 1987. I needed to start at
my birthpl ace before I had the right to expand out
into other countri es. This event, " Western Gatew ay,"
was on Eric and Mary Lloyd Wright 's land in Malibu ,
Califor nia, USA. An Earth Wheel honori ng the four
directi ons with colored stones, was created with the
suppor t of the commu nity. The center symbo lizes the
harm ony of the male and female princip les with a
standin g stone rising from a fire circle. A perform ance
was created by the ar tists Georgi anne Cowan , Anne
Mavor and myself, in respon se to three questio ns
that have been the basic questio ns of my own life.
The first questio n is; "What is our essence?" The
second ; "What is our proble m?" And the third; "What

are our solutio ns, what can heal us?"

These questio ns continu ed in each country to act
as a framew ork for listening, creatin g togethe r learning about who We are. They have been answer ed both
persona lly and globally. The sculptu res created round the
Earth remain behind as perman ent installations to be used
by the local commu nity and continu e to connec t the 12
points of the World Wheel long after the project 's
completion. I feel it is importa nt to establish new sacred
sites that are potent for us today. We can all do this by our
presenc e on earth locations that have been establis hed
through ceremo ny and the creation of earth art. These
sculptu res are touchst ones to return to and to carry away
in our memor y the essence of that sacred spot, remindin g us of our own essence. With the generos ity of
the Wrights, their land in Malibu has been a living example
of this.... where the site has been continu ally used in ritual
since the first ceremonial day of the World Wheel.
Out of a respon se in every countr y to each person ,
each situati on that presen ts itself, I return ed to what
I felt was the origin of art. A time when the shama n
as artist created cave paintin gs in a proces s of ritual
and vision for the nouris hment and directi on of the
commu nity.... when theate r was a sponta neous
expres sion (perha ps first around the warmi ng fire of
the evenin g, depicti ng the hopes and fears of the
commu nity.) This was a time when art was not a
commo dity but an integra l part of life, uniting the
earth, plants, animal s and human s into one interdepend ent family.
The world became my studio. The sculptu res
carved from stone outcro ppings and surrou nding
earth became not only the setting for theater I ritual
but were an intrins ic part of the perform ance. And
from that time on, I kept expand ing the border s of
what sculptu re was, what art was, so that it more
and more became life itself; it became everyt hing in
the enviro nment. . .. the people around me, their
problem s, hopes and dreams for the future . This new
way of creatin g art eventu ally led to develo ping
commu nity and what I call Theate r of the Earth: a
synthe sis of art, spiritu ality and peace activis m.
This one art form contain s all my passion s and
loves and plenty of oppor tunity for my own
stretch ing. It is large enough to hold my interes t for
the rest of my years becaus e it embrac es the whole of
life. The circle, in itself, represe nts commu nity in the
sense that each spoke of the wheel has a quality that
is differe nt from every other spoke of the wheel.
The differe nces really make the harmo ny: the
differe nces of the people within the commu nity,
the differe nces of the countr ies, all create the whole.
The second event of the World Wheel was at the
home of Twylah Nitsch (Yehw hennod e Two Wolves ).
She is an elder of the Seneca Indian Reserv ation,
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the returnin g wolves leading to our own alienation from the
earth. By involvi ng local participants, a commu nity voice
began to evolve through the imagery of Theater of the
Earth. A global languag e has develop ed leading to a new
mytholo gy of the earth. I could see the beginni ngs in Italy
where the story of Adam and Eve was re-enac ted.
The serpent became the "good guy," represe nting the
kundalini, the transfor mative energy that is necessary for
the change of consciousness. And Adam and Eve took equal
responsibility in taking this journey toward awaren ess.
The fifth site was in Greece on the island of Tinos in
beautifu l Livada Bay adjoinin g Antonis Darmis 's land.
Phidousa, Snake Woman was perform ed among my cave
painting s called Gaia's Laboratory, and a giant carved
Serpent reflected ancient healing rituals of the island, where
sea lapped against boulders. Many of the people on the
island had never been to Athens which is only a four hour
boat ride. But the people connect ed so strongly to the World
Wheel that after the perform ance they gave a fiesta! At
that time they present ed their own creations of poetry and
music and danced in gratitud e for their connection with
this World Family. And I realized that even withou t
leaving their home, they could feel a part of someth ing
larger than the island.
At this point in my journey, I ran out of the money
from my personal liquidation.. then Andrew Beath, the
founder of the Earth Trust Foundation, decided to match
donatio ns up to $1,000, as a grant for each country. I was
able to continu e my pilgrimage with about 1/3 of my
expenses coming from the sale of my small sculptu res,
1 I 3 from donatio ns from friends and 1 I 3 from grants.
The comple tio n of the World Wheel came about
through the Flow Fund, a Rockefeller grant.
Woman ofSpace PrejpUlnt witft.Sun •SPJU9{.
The sixth site was in the desert of Egypt on the South
When I left the States, I sold my car, gave away my
Gallala Plateau. Woman with the Sun at Her Forehead and
possessions and totally abando ned any kind of base for
Moon at Her Feet was carved in a limestone outcrop ping.
myself. That was another step toward droppin g barriers
of separat ion .... separat ions between people: my house
and your house, your country and my country. The first
country outside of the States was Spain. I arrived with
shaky knees, not knowin g anyone. It took me time to find
the right environ ment and it was Jan Semmel's mounta in
retreat in Alicante by the Mediter ranean Sea. Christine
Serrentino, arriving from Massachusetts, USA and Joaquin
Gil (Nitai) from Lorca in souther n Spain, helped develop
the site. There, we held a ceremonial council at the location
where I carved and painted Woman of Space Pregnant
with Sun. A circle of twelve people gathere d from all over
Spain, six men and six women. In their respons e to my
three questio ns, I learned that the arrogan ce of holding
to past history was considered the problem and that
leaping into the contem porary future of a global
family, was their solution.
The fourth event was held in Etain Addey' s summe r
commu nity nestled in the Umbrian forest outside Gubbio,
Italy.... where sculptu res and perform ance became
Voices of the Umbrian Forest. The performers, as the
animals of the forest, dialogu ed with the audienc e,
speakin g of the destruc tion of its forests and the killing of

Upstate New York, USA. I felt the importa nce to represe nt
the native culture as well as the occidental culture in the
States. Beginn ing in the early 80's, Tywlah taught me the
Seneca Medicine Wheel, which later inspired the form of
the World Wheel. The stone sculptu re Unity and
perform ance The Peacemaker, emerge d out of our time
togethe r on the reserva tion. Throug h the process of
Theater of the Earth, many factions on the reserva tion
·
where reunite d.
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I arrived in Israel at the time of the killings at the
Wailing Wall. Everyone was depressed and in a state of
tension. Many times I was caught in tear gas and not only
heard gun shots but supported friends whose families had
been injured. Wata, an Israeli friend, introduced me to
other Israelis and obtained permission for the World Wheel
event to be held at the Dead Sea. I lived with my new Israeli
and Palestinian friends and together their children planted
the 'Iree of Peace in a circle of stone sculptures on the banks
of the Dead Sea; the seventh World Wheel site. The
Palestinian children in the House of Hope gave the answers
to my questions: "If we can look through the eyes of
someone from a different culture, we can understand them
and then we can love each other. This cart bring peace."
In India, boundaries further melted. After living for a
month in a cave in the Himalayan Mountains at Rewalsar,
I took a train heading for Santiniketan in West Bengal,
where the poet Tagore had lived. On the train, the Bauls,
Bengali folk musicians, were ·singing. They earn their
living by singing and begging in towns and on trains. Their
music is so down-to-eart h, the Blues of India, and their appearance so fascinated me that I kept giving them little coins
to stay in my compartmen t of the train. Finally, ·they
invited me to their village. They are so very poor, yet so
hospitable. They spread a mat under a tree and the children
of the village came and danced and sang and put garlands
around me. I just fell in love with the village and people. A
hut was located for me in a tribal (Shantili) family's home
so that I could live dose to them.
I learned a tiny bit of Bengali and taught them a little
English, and we had wonderful conversations because the
Baulsaresophilosophical. Iasked them thethreeques tions
I ask in every country. They answered, "We come from the
womb of our mother. We really come from the mother who
is the Earth. We are part of the Great Goddess. Our essence
is the Great Kali." I asked, "What is the imbalance in your
lives and in your village?" They replied: "We are exhausted
and under strain all the time because we have to go out and
wander so we can make money. When we come back, we
don't always have enough money for our family's food."
And my third question, what could heal their problem?
They answered, "To really love our singing and not worry
about the future. Just to keep on doing what we are doing,
but give up anxiety and be God conscious every
moment of our day."
As I stayed with them, I became aware that the tribal
village was made up of mixed castes, some of whom look
down on the Bauls because they beg by singing. I kept
imagining them all sitting down in a circle. Finally I saw
what was needed: a communal house, a commons, a lodge
where they could come together. Here they could prac-tice and perform their music, have their own ceremonies,
and it could serve as a schoolroom for their children.

Some land was found at the home of Basudev Das
Baul, one of the folk singers and his wife Urmela. I started
working by drawing a circle in the earth. I hired two people
of low caste, who needed work badly and had experience
in building the typical huts of the area. I paid for
materials but some things were donated. The Bauls only
sing; they don't do any physical work. At first they just
watched me, their honored guest, hanging out with the
low castes in the mud. One Baul started to help, then his
brother came, then the father, and pretty soon someone
else in the village would stop and say, "Oh, my
goodness, you don't do it that way; here, let me s.bow you."
And they would come help. That's how it happened.
On the day of the consecration of the building, everyone
came. The Bauls sang responses to the three questions.

~House"Jf cQfflln.U11111limtse for 'lJIZIIi:Fof.&n;{ers
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In Tibet, our destination was Shoto Terdrom where
Buddhists nuns live as hermits in one of Tibet's most
beautiful and sacred places. It is surrounded by spectacular
mountain ranges with two rivers and a hot springs. Its
mineral waters are known to cure all ills of the yoginis and
yogis practicing in the area. This sacred site at 16,000 feet,
contains caves where Padmasambh ava, an Indian who
came to Tibet in the 8th century to establish Buddhism,
lived and practiced for part of their lives. There we met
Tendzin Chadron, who is known to be an incarnation of
Yeshe Tsogyel. In her final testament, Yeshe Tsogyel
said she would "project an emanation" who would
always live at Terdrom. We cleared out a cave at Shoto
Terdrom that was filled with eroding stone and was
obviously not used. I would go there every day to
meditate and after the meditation would carve and paint
a Rainbow Bodhisattva. At the time of its completion
we had a ceremony in which we buried a stone blest
by the Dalai Lama and earth from all the World Wheel
countries. Our stay was timeless.
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was drawn into a group of directors, artists, writers
who are eager to make contact with a larger world. A
site was chosen where the dark of the Siberian forest
meets the luminous Lake Baikal. On the east bank of the
lake, I carved and painted Spirit Within Matter, a standing
boulder in the center of an Earth Wheel of twelve
carved stones. We held a Council Ceremony that was
televised, giving the Siberians an opportunit y for their
voices to be heard at this stressful time.

"Rainbow Bodhisatt va" Shoto Terdrom, TIBET
China was a surprise for me. I arrived not knowing
anyone. I took a train to the city of Kunming because
before I left the States, I had been given a telephone
number of someone in that city. I called the number and
was immediately invited to the University to give my slide
talk. The people were charming. They told me they loved
the idea of the World Wheel but that I should not
waste my time in trying to get permission to work in any
public park. "The governmen t would never OK the project
and because of the red tape it would probably take three
years to get an answer of No," they said. Within three days
I received a call from the Governme nt for a meeting. On
our appointed day, a representa tive from the park bureau
arrived and said, "We have heard about the World Wheel
for peace and about a world family you are developing.
We want to know in which National park you would like
to do your work." The next day a car and driver arrived,
taking me to the parks and helping in my research. In
every country, I study the endangere d species and
ecological problems. Xishan Forest Park outside of
Kunming, with its ancient Taoist temples and caves, was
eventually chosen. Many sculptures were carved in the
forest park where the performance Return to Hannony
was eventually held at the end of my six months stay.
On my way to Siberia, I stopped in Mongolia to spend
time with a shaman woman, Doljin Kandra. I wanted to
understand the Mongolian culture from its roots because
Buryat, my destination in Siberia, is the province and
home of most Siberian Mongolians. When I arrived in
Buryat, I learned that these two cultures, the Russian and
Mongolian, interweave d without ethnic stress. There I
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Our six weeks in Japan was a collaboration with
Japanese artists and Dominique Mazeaud, an artist and
curator from Santa Fe, New Mexico. Her contribution was
the weaving of a web of connection between ourselves and
the places and people of Japan. Three sites were chosen for
the World Wheel events. The first event was a ritual
performance and the creation of an earth wheel in the
center of Ichi Ikeda's Breathing Water Circle. The next
event was in the performan ce artist Rui Sekido's family
land in Yuguchizawa where he holds a yearly festival
for performance art. The intensity of the events built to a
climactic third piece at Tenkawa, an ancient Shinto site in
the mountains of Nara Prefecture that honors Bensaiten
(Saraswati), the goddess who embodies the arts, wisdom
and water. It was a full harvest moon, October 30, 1993,
and the moment of completion for the seven-yea r
pilgrimage of the World Wheel.

"Pfiilfousa's 'Vtrion • (jil$'£CE
It was raining heavily the day of the event and this
jeopardized our planned outdoor activity with Ichi Ikeda.
Two hours before we were scheduled to begin the
ceremony I performance, the head Shinto priest talked
with us and asked me about the content of the ceremony.
I told him, "The ceremony is a prayer for the realization of
our true nature without boundaries that will lead us to

world peace." He said, "Bensaiten has brought this rain.
God's grace has brought us together in this way because
she wants you to join us inside her Shrine."
The ceremony began with the priest drumming on the
giant Shinto drum dressed in flowing white robes. I was
standing in the dark at the center of the circle, all in black
with my face painted as emptiness- an open blue sky. I
thought,"This is what I was trying to have happen. But the
universe created it in its own way; a man was drawn into
this circle, bringing a balance of male and female energies,
the yin and yang.... a pattern of harmony." One half hour
passed. I slipped into the stillness and borderlessness of
my own essence: When the drumming came to an end we
both walked to the altar and gave offerings and prayer.
When I returned to the center of the circle, his assistant
priest lit the twelve candles in the stone circle and I began
to slowly move to the south with the sound of a didgeridoo.
When I stopped, the didgeridoo stopped and from my
belly the wail of Earth's sadness and the sorrow of her
children poured through my lips. Then slowly I returned
to the center with a sense of the loss of my individual
identity and an opening to our shared universal energy. I
stood at the center until the music drew me to the other
cardinal directions of the circle. I stopped in the east
where I, as Emptiness, stood at the point of new
beginnings, the rise of a new Sun. An ancient Sanskrit
hymn honoring the Divine Mother of the Universe leapt
from my mouth. Spontaneously the answers to my three
questions, were being expressed through my body.
At the completion of the ceremony the Priest turned to
me and said, "The Earth and Cosmos have heard your
sincere prayer dance and it will be answered."
The priest took from me the stone that the Dalai Lama
had blessed and the earth from all twelve nations of the
World Wheel. He said, "This is the most sacred spot of
earth; where the goddess is manifest. Not even the
priests are allowed to enter." He asked me to reach into
this holy ground and bury the stone and earth from the
World Wheel countries. There it remains.
The next day the stone carvings were placed around
the Crystal Mountain Shrine as a permanent installation.
The twelve stones with their carvings of nature patterns
were emerging as twelve islands out of a sea of pebbles
circling the shrine. Our closest new friends and family
came together in a final ceremony. To my amazement,
there were twelve people, six men and six women.
The closing 24 hours of the World Wheel came about
without any conscious plan on my part. It was an
acknowledgment of the essence of the World Wheel
pilgrimage: of the unity of our earth family; of all people,
animals, plants, stones, water, soil coming into the
wheel as one body, one mind and one heart.

Theater of the Earth touches on our spiritual core, our
basic nature of inter-connectedness. In every country in
which I lived and worked, I have seen the pollution of
water, the devastation of forests and ill-distribution of
wealth and power, homeless people.... as I myself have
been. At the root of these problems is the misunderstanding
of ourselves as separate, isolated beings needing to use
the earth, to use each other, each country for our gain.
This dualistic way of thinking is the direct cause of our
ecological and social problems and is rapidly leading us
toward global disaster. Boundaries are a projection. The
very nature of how we perceive the world is constricted
through parental training and social conditioning,
advertising, our school systems, television. Re-educating
ourselves as to who We really are, can change society.
As we know in physics, the seemingly solid substrate is
really illusory. There is an internal space continuum
that unites all matter and all life.
In the beginning, I had to reach into myself, to find my
own authority, without money, without emotional
support.... to follow my dream.
Each one of us, through our particular talents, has
our own way of effecting the world, of healing the rift
that has grown between humankind and nature.
Without even moving from where we are, we can all
change our environment by the bravery of a lifestyle that
reflects a change of perception, a view of oneness with
the world. This is the warrior of today. oo

Vijali does sculptings by commissio~; photos of the World Wheel art are for sale.
Vijali is available to do a slide shaw and talk of the World Wheel.
Address correspondence to CVSR Box 2703, Moab, UT 84532.
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tis thedawnofmydaughter's ninth birthday and
I am having a nightmare:
The top of my head has been drilled with three
net~t, bloody holes. An iron pot filled with red-hot
coals has been hung under my chin. "We're going
to boil your brains out," one of my invisible
torturers announces. His voice is flat, mtltter-offact; a technician, not a sadist. I feel the heat sear
my throat and I scret~m, the sound becoming
hoarser, a raw, anim£11 desperation, as the coals
gnaw my larynx. An emotion swells which I have
never known in my waking life: complete
hopelessness; a black, no exit despair.

As I wake up, slathered in fear-sweat, my heart
beating hooves on my ribcage, I become aware that I am
yelling aloud.
I'm still trying to shake free of it when the phone
rings. It is my girlfriend, Susan, calling from back home in
Colorado. "Honey, are you alright?" she asks. Her voice
sounds uneven, fluttery.
"I have cancer," I blurt out before I can think about it.
"I have cancer growing in my throat." She laughed
nervously. Months later, when my life came churning
down around me, furious as an avalanche, I would
wonder how I had been so sure.
I had a number of strange dreams that year. ... not
passing strange but the kind of "raw-head-and-bloodybones" nightmares the novelist Robert Louis Stevenson
gave up Cheese rarebit before bed in a futile effort to
avoid. I was disturbed enough to make an appointment
with a doctor. When I told him that I thought I might
have cancer, he looked at me quizzically. "You don't even
have swollen glands," he said as he palpated my throat.
"Yourblood tests are all within normal range. It's probably
the flu."
Not caring how unhinged I might sound, I told him
of the increasingly weird, technicolor dreams I had
started having almost nightly. A recent one, I told him,
had depicted a ritual circle of black and Indian medicine
men who had stuck hypodermic needles into something
called" the neck brain." I could almost see the thought
balloon -'hypochondriac'- rise over his head like a
small cumulus cloud, but at my insistence he scheduled
a full che~k-up.
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It was then, kneading my neck probingly, that he
found the lump. "Nothing to worry about," he said,
patting me on the shoulder. "But we'd better schedule a
scan."
"Of what?" I demanded. I felt- oddly, not fearbutthe kind of exhilaration you get when a roller coaster
car crests the first hump and begins its first stomachdropping swoosh to the ground.
"Your thyroid gland," he said, then smiled
grudgingly. "The neck-brain."
The scan revealed the presence of a plump nodule in
the left thyroid lobe, which was eventually diagnosed as
cancer. I had the recommended surgery, and was
pronounced cured. But questions remained that were to
burn inside me for years like acetylene. What had all
that been about? I still have a battered-looking
notebook cataloging nights in which I would have six or
seven amazing, baffling dreams in a row (some with
their own dreams-within-dreams). Sometimes these
terrorized me, sometimes they seemed to promise
deliverance. But it was their trumpet-blast immediacy,
their realer-than-real Presence, that mystified me, held
me in thrall, made them impossible to dismiss.
Driven by curiosity, in the ensuing years I conducted
extensive interviews with some forty other people who
had journeyed through serious disease. Along the way I
read copiously in the work of Carl Jung and the literature of shamanism. I discovered that others, including
Jung himself, had observed the same intensification of
th eirdream-lives in the throes of illness and healing. Their
dreams, like my own, had often had an unusual,
archetypal quality. Many reported that space often
appeared vaster (descriptions ofimmense landscapes or
great halls were typical); there were vivid experiences of
luminosity and color; images of anatomical processes;
repetitive dreams and dreams-within-dreams. Illnessdreams were often filled with strong emotions, by a
magnification of feeling-tone. Dreamers experienced
not simply anxiety, but terror; not aversion, but horror;
not desire, butlust; not surprise, but awe.Journeyers also
had dreams of joy, laughter, heart-bursting happinessdreams we have no vocabulary for-" nightmare" is our
only specialized term-but which the Bantu of southern
Africa refer to as bilita mpatshi, or blissful dreams.

Sometimes journeyers reported spontaneous images Volkswagen that "revved in all gears." I realized that
more often associated with rituals, sacred food and here was a psychological as well as a physical diagnosis:
drink, dance, "books" containing spiritual or medical the image of a vehicle constantly at full throttle, unable to
instruction, gods, demons, wild animals, even ostensible slow down, was a fitting symbol of my workaholic
lifestyle at the time. It also aptly represented the thyroid
instances of clairvoyance and precognition.
Something as exotic as psychic phenomena is not gland itself, described in one text as" the great controller
required to explain "dream-diagnosis." Dreams that of the speed of living."
Interestingly, a Volkswagenformewasalsoasymbol
symbolically point to illnesses not yet revealed are .well
of
self-repair.
I had at various times owned several
known in literature. Aristotle observed that "since the
cherished
but
temperamental Bugs. Like a lot of
beginnings of all events are small, so, it is clear, are those
of the diseases ... It is manifest that these beginnings be unmechanicallyinclined people, I had managed, using a
more evident in sleeping than in waking moments." In grease-splotched copy of the famous "Idiot's Guide," to
The Interpretation of Dreams, Freud, too, cites with favor master a few intricacies of carbueration adjustment (in a
a colleague's remark that during sleep the mind "is sense, the thyroid's metabolic function in the body). Was
obliged to receive and be affected by impressions of the dream heralding the possibility of self-healing?
Given the course I took, I will never know. oo
stimuli from parts of the body and from changes in the
body of which it knows nothing when awake." This,
Freud said, occurred "owing to the magnifying affect MarclanBaraschistheauthorojTheHea~gl'atb:ASoulApp~b
produced upon impressions by dreams."
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account is reminiscent of the doctrines of the Greek
Aesculapian temples, where patients sought a vision of
unmistakable meaning, called " the effective dream." The
right healing dream, it was said, brought the patient an
immediate cure.
Jungian psychologist Meredith Sabini has also
pursued an interest in diagnostic dreams. Typically,
she told me, the state of the body is symbolized by
the condition of objects like a house or a car. "The car
is complex enough to bear more sophisticated correspondences to many bodily processes," she told me.
"The headlights to eyes, the four tires to limbs, the
e~ectric_al system to t~e nervous system, hoses to
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In 1984 in my therapy groups, I was using
primarily Gestalt process in working with dreams.
One morning, rather than following the usual Gestalt
practice of exploring the relationships and conflicts
between symbols or parts of the dream as is usual
Gestalt practice, a client and I ventured more deeply
into the experience and being of one of the dream's
symbols, into the heart of the dream itself, and found a
healing state of consciousness that was profound in its
impact and implications. As with the belief from the
ancient Greek Aesculapian dream healing myth, where
the healing god Asklepios worked his healing magic
from within the dream, this healing state, too, was
buried deep in the dream far beyond its outer manifest
form and any interpretation or surface manipulation.
In the dream, my client, strapped to a platform,
was being drawn feet first into a wheel of rapidly
rotating razor edged knives. I had been exploring
shamanic philosophy and practice for several years
because of my discontent with the limits of
psychological science and practice, and in keeping with
this bent, rather than have her become the knives and
begin a dialogue, I suggested she let herself be pulled
into the whirling blades. I had in mind the shamanic
principle of having her face directly in the dream what
she most feared. In truth, it was also a moment of
strong intuition and curiosity as I felt myself drawn
inexorably into the flashing, spinning blades.
She reported being slashed and cut into tiny bits
with blood and flesh splattering and scattering to all
directions, but strangely, the predominant sense she
experienced and reported was a sensation of the icy
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coldness of the blades. I encouraged her to pursue it, to
give in to that sense-image of icy coldness. As she did,
she soon became a layer of ice, frigid, rigid and very,
very hard and cold. My interest intensified since in a
sensory sentence this was the therapeutic issue that
had brought her to seek therapy: she was a very hard,
very cold, and a very frigid woman. I knew from our
previous sessions that her condition stemmed from
early and continued sexual molestation by her several
older brothers. In two years of therapy, although we
had attained much insight as to the origins of her
problem and had even made several emotional and
cognitive breakthroughs, we had not reached a place of
deep healing with which either of us were satisfied.
Nor in truth did it seem likely that we would. This
shared experience of incompleteness was typical and
was the reason for my interest in other healing
practices.
"Stay with it," I urged. "Go even deeper into this
sense of cold, become it."
As she did, and as I encouraged her to go even
further, she reported first a sensation of falling into
bottomless, dark absolute zero cold, then entering and
becoming the water beneath the ice and feeling warmer
as she did so. She reported, in this state, a deeply felt
sense of flowing, flexibility, and wave like boundaries.
I watched her rigid body deeply relax and soften,
changing before my eyes. I encouraged her to remain
in this state for as long as she needed and sat back and
watched the unfolding of a new body language. When
eventually she came back from that state of
consciousness, she was a different woman, flexible,
flowing and a softer self. Her deeper spirit shone
through and in time her behavior and self image began
to change. This new sense of self was deep and stable.

5trt 6y Susan St. 'lliomas

I began exploring this shaman-therapist technique
and the more I explored, the more remarkable the process seemed; physical as well as emotional and mental
diseases yielded to new and profound senses of self and
relationship with the outer world. The changes that
took place were most often deep and continued to
evolve long after the journeys ended. In my search to
evolve and describe the process I was exploring, I
eventually encountered Chaos theory and in a moment
saw the perfect fit. In conjunction with the quantum
and relativistic notions I had already been studying, I
finally had a model to explain the Creative Consciousness Process that I have described in previous articles.
(See Vol. 13 No. 1 Dream Network journal). Although
much of it is presented as metaphorical, I have the
notion that the relationships between chaos, creativity,
new science, spirituality and therapeutic effects may be
more than just a metaphor. These relationships may
reveal the mystery of the connections of consciousness,
chaos and creativity in the natural healing process, and
may identify the nature and processes of the mind-body
connection. One might also substitute the phrase
" placebo effect, "or "spontaneous remission," for
"natural healing process" in this context. And it is a
healing process that exists within each and every
dream we have.
The idea that healing takes place within the dream
itself is both old and new:
The ancient Greek and Roman healing paradigm
was based in this notion both spiritually and in practice.
According to myth the Mortal-god Asklepios, who was
the illegitimate son of Apollo and an earthly mother
became such a powerful healer in mortal form that the
Gods in Olympus petitioned Zeus to remove Asklepios
from the earthly realm. It seems he was stealing souls
from them. Zeus complied and slew Asklepios with a
thunderbolt. However the agony and pain that erupted
from the mortals over the loss of this great healer evoked compassion on the part of the Gods. Asklepios was
allowed to return and continue healing mortals but he
was only allowed to do so in their dreams.
Greek and Roman healing practice served this
paradigm. The physicians or Asklepiads used a variety
of herbs, physical treatments and various incantations
acting as the earthly hands and minds of Asklepios.
However, when these ministrations did not work it was
taken as a sign that the healing was to be performed
directly by the god himself, and so the patient was sent
to an Asklepian Dream Healing Temple. After confession, purification and other means of inducing healing
dreams, the patient was allowed to sleep on the Kline or
divine couch for the healing dream. When the Priests
awakened the dreamer to share the dream, there was no
interpretation or analysis offered; the priests only
looked for signs that the god had indeed visited the

dream. If so, healing was assumed. The success of this
paradigm was attested by the Priests of hundreds of
Asklepian Temples. These Temples proliferated
throughout the Greek and Roman Empires. Hundreds
of thousands of documented instances of profound
healings were recorded by the supplicants and stored in
the Temples' Archives.
Modern research, too, has revealed the healing
nature of dreams. Experiments have shown that when
people are deprived of dream time, even though
allowed sleep, after about a week, hallucinations and
mental/ emotional problems begin to appear. Within a
couple of weeks, the immune system weakens and
there is greater proneness to illness and fatigue. Even
an unremembered dream heals; we need dream activity
during the night to heal the day's traumas. The power of
dreams is not limited to just this.
Dreams are altered states of consciousness in which
we transcend space and time as we know them, states
in which such phenomena as clairvoyance and prognostication occur. These phenomena cannot be explained by linear cause and effect, they are consistent
with Quantum Physics and Chaos Theory.
Deep healing is a sensory phenomenon and so are
dreams. Our senses let us know when we are sick.
Senses show us we are well. Mind and intellect can't do
it. A dream begins as unstructured or chaotic consciousness energy (creative potential) that becomes shaped by
the deeper consciousness structures that exist deep
within the psyche. As this energy filters to the surface,
its shape is in turn further refined and shaped by the
structures in the mind and ego until it appears as the
remembered dream. But just as it is these consciousness
structures of the psyche and mind that shape the
essence of our character and personality and indeed
also somatic essences, the shape and content of the
remembered dream, too, is determined by these consciousness structures. Since the roots of all disease, both
somatic and mental-emotional reside in these deeper
structures, they influence the shape of the dream which
is in essence a map of the self. But, the map is not the
anywhere!
territory. Reading a map doesn't get us
We have to enter into the territory to experience it.
So to identify the surface manifestations of the
disease structure in the dream, and follow the sensory
path that leads to the roots is to come face to face with
the essence of disease. One step further and we return
to the unstructured or chaotic consciousness that precedes all structures. Some might call this spirit or soul,
or perhaps even God. Dissolution into the chaos brings
new and healed structure into being. This is the realm
of matter-energy-consciousness and is the domain of
quantum reality and chaos theory; the realm in which
reality is recreated from moment to moment and all
possibility exists simultaneously. It is here, in this state,_
that healing occurs. And it is in our dreams. oo

Graywolf does individual journeys and provides training at the Aesculapia Wilderness
Retreat. Please address correspondence to P.O. Box 301, Wilderville, OR 97543
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The Healing Power of Dreams:
Greek and Roman Roots of Dream Diagnosis:
Asklepios' Dream Contributions
by Patricia Garfield, Ph.D.
The cult of the healing god Asklepios flourished for nearly 1000 years,
from the end of the 6th century B.C. until the end of the 5th century, A.D.'
Greek legend says that Asklepios was the child of the sun god Apollo and
a human woman whose name, Coronis, means "dark, crowlike." Therefore,
this god was thought to combine the radiance of the heavens inherited from
his father with the darkness of the Earth from his mother. He thus controlled
the celestial power as well as the chthonic (deep dangerous powers of the
earth). There are many versions of the myth. One says that Asklepios' mother
Coronis was unfaithful to Apollo by marrying a human. As punishment, the
pregnant woman was slain by Apollo's sister and placed upon a funeral pyre.
As the flames leapt up, Coronis gave birth and died. Apollo snatched the newborn Asklepios from his mother's corpse. He gave the infant to the centaur
Chiron, who was said to have raised the boy in the mountain and taught him
the secret of medicine. Asklepios became so skilled in healing that he could
even resurrect the dead. This behavior, reserved for the gods, eventually
invoked the anger of Zeus, who struck Asklepios dead with a thunderbolt.
Then he elevated Asklepios to the divine rank of a healing god and set him
into the heavens as the constellation Orion. In fact, Asklepios was probably
once a human physician who was so revered he was raised to the rank of a
god.
The priests and followers of Asklepios established dream temples where
people sought healing of advice from the god in dreams. Some four hundred
of these dream temples were built throughout the Greek Islands and along the
coast of Asia Minor {now western Turkey). In 1984, I visited the ruins of some
of these dream temples in Epidauros, Corinth and Ephesus and was much
impressed by the beauty of their sites.
During the height of the Greek and Roman civilization, "incubants" made
pilgrimages to these magnificent dream temples where- after purifying
themselves in sacred springs, offering sacrifices and prayers, chanting and
singing hymns, watching performances and theater and participating in other
rituals- the pilgrims underwent "tempt sleep" in the sanctuary in hopes of
receiving a curing dream.
Although these practices may seem strange today, when we investigate
their process, they have much of value to offer people who are injured or ill.
These practices suggest ways to solicit our dreams for answers, to incubate
dream solutions, as we will see.
"Asklepios" is my preferred spelling for the healing god, rather than
"Asculapius," because the former contains the English word, ask. Asking for
information or advice for health and other problems was the purpose of
consulting Asklepios. We can, by remembering Asklepios, recall the
importance of consulting our dreams for information about our lives.
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Aura Cameras
Like the before and after photos above
your clients can see instantly the results
of their healing, in full color! Healers
and therapists in over 35 countries use
our aura imaging equipment with great
success. The Aura cameras are popular
at healing centers, meditation retreats
and new age book stores.
To host a camera at your store or event or for
more information on purchasing a camera call

Call1 800 321-Aura
Progen Co., Industry Leaders Since 1970
319 Spruce St. , Redwood City, CA 94063
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"Among the many books which offer insight into the meaning of
dream symbols, Ifind Ms. Tanner's to be the most approachable
and useful, especially for beginning and intermediate
explorers on this path."
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AMONG ALL THESE DREAMERS
After a period of several years, I came to a place
in my life where I didn't know what was meaningful
anymore. I didn't know what purpose my marriage
served, or how my work served me or anyone else;
Increasingly, what I had believed to be trustworthy
was no longer reliable.
I wandered through the forest of my psyche in
search of meaning and purpose that would connect me
to myself and the world. My search led me to a
dream worker in the woods of Southern Oregon,
who asked me what I wanted. Like a prince in a story
with one eye on the golden treasure, I answered,
"Nothing less than fundamental transformation." He
laughed and said, "That would be a good chapter
heading for my book." As we began to work within my
dreams, I found that I had come home. I discovered
that I also plugged directly into my body's own
consciousness. I had begun a remarkable journey into
the inner reality of myself, where I came to know a
profound strength grounded in a deep personal trust.
In contrast to other types of dreamwork, I was going
inside the frozen depths of my fear and also riding the
crest of my joy, exploring trust-anchored body
sensations.
Focusing on, connecting to and recrystallizing my
body's consciousness made the difference for me
between living the fullness of life and being generally
miserable. I found that this kind of dreamwork
connected me to my authentic self, as one on the path
of a spiritual warrior, choosing the way to a deeper
self-acceptance. I discovered that effective dreamwork
builds trust within the dreamer and guide. By feeling
the essence of not controlling, I eventually recognized
that what I called "being in control" was actually fear.
Personal discovery in a safe trust filled environment,
which I experienced with a dream worker, also became
for me a new model for community, freer and more
satisfying than I had normally experienced in everyday
life.
Transformational dream process effectively moves
energy, shifts consciousness and produces a new
psychic glue that holds together a greater self. These
dream regeneration experiences form the basis of new
patterns of inner and outer behavior, radiating a
deeper level of congruence, making vivid the
connection between personal power and self-trust. oo
john Mackenzie is a dreamworker whose avocations include
gardening and building stringed instruments. john studied with
dreamguide Fred Swinney, M. S. He offers Dream Resource sessions, and can be reached in Portlilnd at (503) 768-9423 or 244-0203.
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"Laid It On The Line"
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~

by Mary Flaten
For years, John and I had been looking for
mountain property to buy, dreaming of owning a house
within five minutes walk of a ski lift. We had just bought
the property when he began an affair with another
woman. I went to live in the A-frame in the mountains,
hoping that the love affair would blow over.
Although John was as much to blame as the woman,
JoAnne, I did not hate him for it. Instead, I hated her,
vehemently. I talked against her and I sent energetic
negative thoughts in her direction.
Many months of heartache, anger and grief ensued.
Partway through the year, John made a choice that was
not in my favor. Still, I kept wishing and hoping for his
return and I kept on hating JoAnne. Nearly a year after
my vicious feelings began, I had the following dream:
It is afternoon, and I am returning horne from a
meeting at the college I am associated with. I walk
down through the woods, then down a curved flight
of stone steps. To my right, on the lawn of the
upper terrace, there is laundry laid out to dry. I
continue down the next flight of stone steps. At the
bottom, to my right, there is a clothesline full of
drying clothes. I enter the house as usual, through
the back door, which faces the hillside.
The house I am returning to is the one where I
grew up. I am a young adult, and I live there with a
woman who is very old. She is responsible for
having put the laundry out to dry. The room in the
house that is her room is the one upstairs that in
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physical reality was lived in by my grandmother
until she died 35 years before. I seem to be aware of
that in the dream, and I also know that the woman is
joAnne.
Upon awakening from this dream, I had no more
hatred for JoAnne. I knew that she and John belonged
together and that he would never return to me. I was
amazed to no longer feel the raging bitterness that I had
carried for so long. It had lifted or been lifted from me; I
literally felt lighter.
How did I understand what I did from this dream? A
part of me understood the dream experience intuitively,
directly and made immediate emotional use of it. It
was after the fact that I explained it, first to myself, then,
with more difficulty, to other people.
This is how I explained it:
• In the dream, JoAnnne and I were both in a house,
which was a framework we shared. In physical reality, we
were both in a relationship with John. Both of us belonged
in the dream house; both of us were at home there.
However, my dreaming self understood that her great
age gave her precedence; she had a prior and more
important claim to the structure that we shared. Applied
to the relationship with John, that suggested to me a preincarnational arrangement. Therefore, the situation was
meant to be and I simply had to accept it.
• The dream showed JoAnne and me sharing living
space and hinted at our being blood related as well.
Whether or not she was literally a reincarnation of my
grandmother did not seem important. Of significance,
however, was the suggestion of a deep and old relationship
that had existed between her and me; under different
circumstances she had had my love and respect and had
deserved them.
• Our age differences in the dream implied differing
expectations: she, portrayed old, would be expected to
stay settled within the house, whereas I, portrayed much
younger, would be expected to move out of the house
where I grew up. The house served different purposes for
each of us, and the relationship with John did likewise.
• The laundry "laid it out," or "laid it on the line."
And it was right. oo
Please address correspondence to: Dream Life/Mary Flaten, 5062
Ebert Ct., Northfield, MN 55057
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never cease to be amazed and grateful when I am blessed with a healing dream at a time I am most in
need of having one. Such was the case last December while visiting my best friend/ soulmate in Hawaii. For the
first five days of the trip, I had been experiencing intense anxiety, depression, disconnectedness and painful back
spasms. My conscious mind knew the cause but was unable to offer a cure. First of all, I was finally facing the
difficult reality of my friend's recent 3000 mile move away from me; no more day-to-day, detail-by-detail sharing
of our lives. Secondly, upon my return home, I was facing sex with a man; after years of intensive therapy to heal
from childhood sexual trauma, after 27 years as a lesbian and the past seven as a celibate, I had started dating a
man and we were evolving toward a sexual sharing, which I had initiated but was nonetheless terrified to carry
out. Thirdly, I was very soon to "graduate" from both group and one-on-one therapy, a total involvement of over
13 years. Lastly, I was beginning to experience the mood and body changes of menopause. My identity was
slowly shattering and my dreamwork had hit a long dry spell. Then, three days before I was to leave Hawaii, I
was gifted with a lengthy and healing lucid dream. The following are two segments of this epic dream:
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After awakening from this dream, both my back and my spirits felt immensely better. A week after I returned
home, I had a positive sexual experience with my boyfriend and our relationship continues to grow. Although
my back and my inner child still act up from time to time, I do believe that "I" am on the mend! The question is:
"Who am 'I'?" I look to my dreams for the continually evolving answer and for the support and courage needed
to heal and live with changes. And for having some fun, too!! oo
PCease aLaress correspon.tfena to: 1167 'Bush. St. #503, San ;Francisco, Ol94109
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ormonthsl'vebeenlistening
to my friends in many far-flung
places-from across Central Park to
an island off Vancouver, from
Oklahoma to London-all complaining of similar symptoms. The first
complaint is a depression that sits on
the soul like a dark, wet hound. Next
comes a deep-seated feeling of despair
coupled with nagging financial
worries. And finally, they're all
experiencing an acute identity crisisa sense of discon tin ui ty between who
they seem to be now and who they
were just a short time ago. They don't
want to do anything they've done
before and very little of what they
used to think or believe makes sense
to them any longer.
I recognize all these symptoms
since I've been experiencing them
myself. While I could easily point to
all the issues in my life that would
produce this kind of situational
depression, I know there's something
much larger than my own personal
concerns going on here.
I used to think that my sense of
relief when my friends and I shared
woes was simply a case of "misery
loves company." However, since I've
been engaged in shared dreaming
over the last fifteen years, I've become
accustomed to finding similar emotional patterns circulating through
groups or communities of every size.
When you dream regularly with
a group of people who are participating in the same dream conver-
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sation at the same time, you soon
discover that everybody's emotional
stuff rushes to the surface and gets
passed around. Dream groups,
therapy groups, coffee klatches and
late night phone conversations with
close friends and relatives are also
certain to get you hip-deep in what's
going around out there.
Some years ago I began to realize
that the shifting weather patterns of
the Earth reflect the planet's emotional responses to life in, on and
around it. More recently I've come to
believe that there are local, national
and global emotional weather patterns swirling around and through
us. These storm fronts are just as
powerful and just as mobile as the
planet's emotional field and they
affect us all in much the same way.
Or, to use germ theory, epidemics
of depression, fear, anxiety, anger
and insecurity seem to move through
the human population like outbreaks
of flu. And they last about the same
length of time: a week or two a month.
When a couple of friends call me
and start complaining of the same
things I've been feeling, I begin to
suspe~t the · onset of one of these
tpidemic~ a.nd I do a little research. I
c~ll or e-mail various other people to
see how tb.ey'.re <foing. I ask my
doctors and analyst frie·nds if they've
been hearing similar complaints
lately. I feel I must warn you that I'm
infamous for creating statistical
surveys from five or fewer responses.

...

..

<) •

Nevertheless, ever since I began
tracking emotional weather, well over
a decade ago, I've watched this
phenomenon occur so regularly that
I've come to accept it as real. And so
have others I've told about it.
Some of these storm fronts are as
clear cut as "holiday syndrome"elation and anticipation, followed by
depression. Ash Wednesday casts a
long shadow wherever there'sa large
Christian population, as does Yom
Kippur where there a number of Jews.
There are upswings on Valentine's
Day, Easter and the Fourth of July.
There are the lows of the midwinter
light-deprived blues. And there are
always the loopy delights of Spring
Fever. Each of us feels these emotional
weather patterns, we just don't stop
to consider that we're all feeling them.,
There are also many other, less
predictable, patterns. When an event
occurs in your city or region, or
nationally, that elicits a powerful
reaction from people, don't you feel
the shared emotion in the air around
you? It's alive and present, as though
you could reach out and touch it.
Take the assassination of President John E Kennedy. Are there any
of us who experienced that day who
don't remember where we were and
what we were doing when we heard
the shocking news that the President
had been shot? The entire nation was
traumatized and grief-stricken, each
of us picking up and adding to the
feelings of everyone else. We were
overwhelmed by this storm of shared

emotions. And tojudgebythenumber
of films and books and TV specials
that are still being produced about
this subject, this remains a national
wound as unstable and unhealed as
the San Andreas Fault.
When the Federal Office Building
was bombed in Oklahoma City, the
emotional weather was much more
powerful than when the World Trade
Tower was bombed in New York. In
New York it had only been the city
that reeked of fear, as though
everyone was walking on eggs. For
weeks, those of us who lived there
had to steel ourselves before we could
walk in to a high-rise building, or step
into an elevator, or drive our car into
an underground parking lot. And yet,
the rest of the country more or less
dismissed the incident-"It' s New
York, what do you expect?"
But Oklahoma City is America's
heartland! As you sat glued to your
TV set watching the tragedy and the
heroics, couldn't you feel the whole
nation reeling with a sense of shock
andlostinnocence?Ournaive,insular
belief that "It can't happen here" had
just bitten the dust. There was
nowhere left to run. Nowhere in the
world wassafefromrandom violence
any more. That emotional weather
pattern blanketed the country like a
monsoon for weeks. Even thinking
about it now probably sets off little
ripples of fear somewhere inside us.
Hijacked ferries in Chechnyaand
IRA bus bombings in London, take
on a whole new personal meaning
afterOklahomaCity.Simplyknowing
that we're all in it together opens us
up to a feeling of joint citizenship in
theglobalcommunityandaninti mate
realization that we are, after all, our
brother's keeper.
While this may seem a sad and
negative way to create a sense of
community, it's actually one of the
hidden benefits of the communicationsrevolutionofthelatetwentieth
century. We all know instantly when
something major is happening anywhere in the world. We tend to think
of our fascination with these events
as voyeurism or being news junkies.
Butsomethingmuchdeepertha nthat

is going on. We're all, together,
creating a global emotional weather
pattern and through this, sensing our
deep inter-relatedness.
It's not only the huge events that
bind us together, however. We
participate in these shared emotional
patterns all thetimeinsmaller,subtler
ways. We tend not to notice these
things consciously because we rarely
look beyond our own noses. Most of
us tend to operate under the belief
that all this pain we're carrying
around is our own personal" stuff."
We think that the emotions we're
experiencing, the feelings and issues,
are uniquely ours.

"Commiserating with
one another is one of
the most precious
gifts we can give and
receive, for it's about
mutu.al healing. It
helps us get beyond
the claustrophobia
of our own skins."
This is simply not so. Everyone
who has ever dreamed on this planet
has been wide open to these feeling
frequencies since birth. We are
densely surrounded and interpenetrated by a massive assault of
emotional information from every
wavelength. And, on top of this
burden, there are all the hopes,
ambitions and fears, all the anger and
frustration we carry for our parents
and that they carried for their parents
and their parents, as far back as
anyone remembers.
I first became aware of the extent
of this sensory overload some years
ago when I was doing a dreamwork
dialogue with several of my guides.
They gave me a bit of statistical
informationtha tastonishedme.They

said that, for all of us on this planet, a
maximum of5percent of what we're
aware of in our emotional environment-inner and outer--concerns
our own personal lives. In other
words, less than 5 percent of what we
feel is ours!
This means that more than 95
percent of the information we pickup
on a dail ybasis-on topofwhatwe' ve
been carrying around with us physically, psychically and emotionally
for most of our lives-is simply not
our own personal" stuff." It's coming
from "out there," carried on the
subspace transmissions of electronic,
familial, societal, psychic, subtle and
dream frequencies.
Tha tbrillian tsocialcomm en ta tor,
George Carlin, once said, "Our stuff
is stuff. But other people's stuff is
junk."
So, if 5 percent of what we feel is
our stuff, does he mean that all the
rest of what we're feeling is other
people's junk?Ishefulfillinghis usual
function ofmirroringourfoibles back
at us? "Hey, I have enough junk of
my own, what do I need yours for?
Get outta my face!"
Or just maybe this was Mr.
Carlin's wry way of reminding us
that each one of us is a member of the
human community. "If you listen to
mystuff,I'lllisten to yours tuff." "He
ain't heavy, he's my brother."
Whenever we share our feelings
honestly with one another, the first
thing we experience is that odd
comfort of" misery loves company."
Isn't it always a surprise and a great
reliefto know that you're notthe only
one feeling what you're feeling?
Commiserating with one another
is one of the most precious gifts we
can give and receive, for it's about
mutualhealing.Ithelpsusgetbe yond
the claustrophobia of our own skins.
And once we're able to move beyond
the confines of our own misery, we
begin to feel much less isolated, much
less alone. It's at this point that
commiseration helps us return to the
embrace of the larger community.
However, this is also the point
when we begin to realize that
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although we're feeling better, it's
carried a high price tag. For what all
this commiseration actually means is
that everyone we've been sharing our
feelings with has been feeling every
bit as bad as we have. And our hearts
go out to them-and to ourselves as
well, one hopes.
The upside of this compassionate
understanding is that it allows us to
begin to explore our mutual issues in
a larger landscape. It gives us a chance
to search for a broader movement of
events, the ones that lie beyond our
daily routines. And this, in turn,
awakens us to the reality of the
community of pain we're living in.
We begin to wonder how far its
borders extend. All it takes is reading
the front page of any newspaper or
watching the 6 o'clock news to realize
that it encompasses the whole world.

verywellbeGod 'swayofsharing the
load.
What does that say about who we
are and where we're going? How will
we respond to the realization that we
are now strong enough to help God
shoulder the burden? How do we
proceed once we truly become aware
of our common humanity-that we
all have stuff and in fact that we're all
sharing similar stuff? Our responses
could have major ramifications in our
lives, our health, our peace of mind.

"Does commiseration
breed .compassion?
Are thousands and
thousands of us
beginning to realize
that each of us is
listening to every
human heart, not just
our own? Are we
perhaps being given
'Compassion Lessons'?,

Lately, I've begun to wonder if
we've reached that point in our
spiritual evolution where we've
earned the right to feel humanity's
pain. Does commiseration breed
compassion? Are thousands and
thousands of us beginning to realize
that each of us is listening to every
human heart, not just our own? Are
we perhaps being given "Compassion
Lessons"? If so, it's a process that is
both painful and glorious.
Painful because we have to work
This all spins around deep and
through our own pain first in order to
universal laws. These tell us
abiding
recognize-and release-what is
mind and body are vastly
the
that
NOT ours.
separate, non-commthan
more
Painful to realize the extent of
business units in
str:ategic
unicating
human misery.
self. That what
corporate
overall
the
Painful to both feel and then move
That what
think.
we
what
is
feel
we
beyond this empathic state in which
That
become.
we
what
is
think
we
we deeply sense what others are
That
get.
we
what
is
expect
we
what
feeling. Painful to learn to simply be
emotions-con
and
feelings
our
a loving witness. Interestingly
sharedand
unconscious
scious,
enough, Compassion Lessons seem
body's immune
to be more about fathering than deeply affect our
system.
mothering. They're about seeing,
It's our immune system that is
acknowledging and then allowing
the brunt of the emotional
bearing
someone to grow through their own
since our physical bodies
weather;
experience without interfering or
only to what we think
not
respond
taking away their power.
powerfully to what we
more
even
but
However, Compassion Lessons
It's our immune
emotionally.
feel
are also glorious because, in spite of
so bravely
struggling
are
that
systems
the pain, they're an astonishing giftof a
stresses
the
from
us
protect
to
"a pearlofgreatpri ce." For they may
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deteriorating environment and from
the catastrophic illnesses and plagues
that surround us in the late twentieth
century. Who among us does not
know of someone who has died of
cancer, or heart disease, or AIDS?
What one of us feels, many of us feel.
Intimately related to the immune
system is the thymus gland and its
energy double, the thymus chakra, or
as some people call it, the High Heart.
The function of this newly awakening
subtle energy vortex, positioned
between the throat and heart chakras,
is to open us up to unconditional
love, to compassion, at a global level.
The thymus chakra is helping us
become consciously aware of the 95
percent of what is "out there."
Even though, sleeping and waking, we may all be sharing the same
emotional weather patterns, as long
as we continue to do this mindlessly,
our growth remains stunted. But
when we become conscious and
aware, together we can begin to find
creative ways of dealing with the
challenges that are facing us all.
The wake-up signal so many of
us seem to be picking up at this time
is that everything we used to be, used
to know, used to do, used to believe is
simply not working any more. The
whole system isn't working any more.
We're having our noses rubbed in
our mutual problems so contin uousl y
that even the soundest sleepers
among us can't possibly ignore them.
More and more of us are beginning to feel that we need new
coping mechanisms in our lives, new
forms of community, new flexible
social structures. Our present ones,
such as our families, which simply
reflect our society as a whole, are
dysfunctional. Everywhere we look
we're being told to wake up, to see
what's really going on. We're being
told that it's time to change!
And there's nothing more stressful than change. We're living in a
time of such rapid and ceaseless
change, that we eat, breathe and sleep
in a state of stress. However; biologists
tell us that stress is also a wonderful
springboard for evolutionary transContinued on page 44

.... Dreaming Humanity's Path ....

Taking the Leap
I try to go somewhere or get something.
It's not clear, except that I need the help of others to get it done
and I have no luck getting someone to help me.
I somehow remember that it involves a doorway....
and crossing over it into the next room.
I am frustrated and finally give up trying
to find help and do what I want, alone.
My greatest apprehension is that I must take
my son with me, as I can't leave him alone ....
and I hope that it will be OK for him.
Then, I cross the barrier, holding my son's hand....
and discover that all the answers and help I need
are waiting for me on the other side!
I simply had to make the move on my own faith .

.5l.rt Dlf Lisa 'Ih.orhor,q
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Drea111ing to a Healt hier I
HEveryth ing That Ever Was, Was Once a Dream
Everythi ng That Will Ever Be, Is Now a Dream"
by Dr. David F. De Loera, Ph.D
Hierophant of Asclepiads Internationa l, A.H.O.A

You awaken with a start!
You have just had a most extraordinary dream. You dreamt that

the immortal god Asclepius came to
you in your dream and diagnosed
your illness and prescribed certain
herbs and a poultice for the rash that
has irritated your skin. You are

A sk/epios

breathing heavily as the beauty of
that moment still envelopes you
in a warm ethereal sense of serenity,
love and profound compassion. You
get up, it is almost dawn. Around
you are the sleeping forms of many
of your fellow pilgrims, some of
whom came from distant places that
you had never heard ofbefore .... but
herein the Abatonofthe Asklepieion
all are equal in their mutual need for
healing and consolation.
Presently you hear the shuffling
of many sandaled feet and you see
the procession of the Asclepiads as
they enter the dormitory, preceded
by the Propolos, the Torch bearers.
One by one the various Asclepiads
approacheacho fthesupplicants and
listen to the dreams that they report
from the night before. They interpret
each dream and write down the
prescribed treatment.
You, along with so many others
who have come here to Epidaurous
seeking the healing help of Asclepius, have an immense confidence
in the power of the dream to help
direct your healing. This is the way
it has been for more than a thousand
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years. The evidence is all around you
in theclayvotivem odelsofthehum an
bodythathaveb eenleftbythose who
preceded you. The carved inscriptions on the monuments describe the
healing of many famous people.
This is the Greece of 400 B.C. Or
itcouldjust aseasilybe Pergamumor
Corinth, Rome or eve11 France,
England or Ceaserea in Israel.
At one time or another there were
Asklepieions and Asclepiads in all of
these countries .... doing their healing
work and listening to the dream
recitals of the many supplicants who
came to them.
As you read, you may bethinking
to yourself: "That is all very interesting; but it is ancient history to me
and itisn'trelevantt omeherein 1996
norforthecondi tion that plagues me.
I need healing, consolation and
direction in my life as regards my
illness, now.
This may at first seem somewhat
obtuse to you, but the healing of your
particular illness began there all of
those many centuries ago. The
Universal Healing Mind of God as
represented by the archetypal presenceofthegod Asclepiusremains the
perfect healer now as it was then.
How is this possible?
The best modern scientific explanation is that which Rupert
Sheldrake has given us in his concept
of 'Morphogenet ic Resonance.'

(Sheldrake, A New Science of Life.
The Hypothesis of Formative
Causation: 1981)
Plainly and simply put, this
world and everything in it has
memory: memory of the past, memory of the future.
Everything is composed of
encoded, remembered signals.
DNA is such an encoded signal.
We are each especially encoded by
the subsequent evolutionary genes of
all those many thousands of individuals who came before us as our
ancestors.
Hence, knowing this it becomes
readily apparent that something
wonderful happened during this
historical movement of the human
race. During this time it was discovered that the dreams we dream
are more than just mere illusions of
the night, because the subconscious
mind never sleeps, nor does it ever
forget.
Thus the illness which we may
have at this point in time, as well as
the healing we are seeking, has long
ago been recorded and remembered
somewhere within the Universal
Healing Mind, That same Healing
Mind which is symbolized by Asclepius; the same Healing Mind which
we each of us nightly re-visit in
our dreams.
All of this was realized many
centuries ago by the ancients but it
was subsequently discarded in the
Western World until Freud andJung
began to retrieve much of it from the
forgotten attics of the unconscious.
Or so it would seem.
The healing dreamwork of the
Asclepiads wasn't forgotten, not by
thosewhoreally knew and remembered
the earlier works. It has been passed
down from generation to generation
and it is happening, it is really
working again! The dreamwork of
the healing God, Asklepios has
touched this modern age. oo
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by Gwendolyn Endicott

Something is going on with the ancestors,"
I comment to my daughter as we share our recent dreams
over the phone," - since Jeremy's ritual."
It is late October at Wanderland, the rainforest where
I live near the Oregon coast-about a month since my
Grandson Jeremy's rite of passage The rains have come
and the earth smells sweet with fallen alder leaves. By five
in the afternoon, I am shrouded in dusk and drive around
the mountain to watch the evening light linger an hour
longer over the ocean. We are going down. The falling is
coming fast. The lush green is dying back. The earth
breathes out cold. We are close to Halloween. In Celtic
mythology it is a "between time," a crucial juncture
between the seasons. Through the crack in space I time
that appears at this juncture, the ancestors come, bringing
gifts to their living relation.
,
Coal Creek, swollen with the fall rains, has swept the
gravel bars clean, leaving on one, a small circle of scattered stones-the remains of Jeremy's medicine wheel.
Surrounding it is a larger circle of sitting stones, wet in
the rain. My mind fills with the memory of the late
summer afternoon when we sat here, in the sunshine by
the creek's edge, a circle of family and friends, a clan,
gathered to support Jeremy's growing from child to man.
Jeremy sits in the South, across from me. In him I see moment by the creek at Wanderland, we were a family
the child I have loved since the moment he was born; tree, rooted deeply in the past and blossoming into the
in him, I see the child becoming a man. Jeremy is twelve. future. Two days after Jeremy's ritual, the ancestral
At times, his father says, he is arrogant, even insolent dreaming began.
and just doesn't care-about anything. Today,
I am drifting between waking and sleeping.
Jeremy's face, framed by long, black hair, looks very
My grandfather is standing near me in the room. He is
clean-open. "We are here because we support your
tall and strong. He wears the familiar blue, striped bib~
growing," I remindJ eremy-"but your root goes deeper
overalls. He is so real I am surprised to see him; yet I
still. Many have gone before you who give you the gift of
know he is a spirit person. As I cry out my greeting,
life."Thenwena medthosewerem embered-gener ations
"Granddad, it is so good to see you," and reach out to
of grand- fathers and grandmother s-my own
hug him, my heart flows into his.
grandfather, who smelled like the earth he farmed and
Coming into waking, I am still filled with the warmth
loved; my mother who had the gift of" making" -warm of our embrace.
clothes, quilts, apple pies. The Foremothers and
"Perhaps it is because of the new path I named "Grand
Forefathers ofJeremy were called into the circle; many of father Way" that my grandfather has come to me like
their names Jeremy had never before heard. In that
this," I ponder the next day. The path leads to an ancient
5lrt 6!{ 'Deborah. Su.:;an J{icl(_man
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stump, reminder of the giant forest
that stood here one hundred years
ago. When I first came across the
stump, I stood a long time watching
as faces and shapes emerged and
disappeared in the line and shadow
of the wood. It was my grandfatherwho taught me to" see," to see
beyond the surface to the magic, in
the rock, in the tree. His presence
stayed with me through the days that
followed my dream until slowly I
began to understandsomething else.
"You stand now for Jeremy where I
stood for you," he tells me without
the words.
My daughter speaks to me of her
dream. She walks taward her Grandfather's house. It is small and dark. The

curtains are closed as they were when
he was dying and she is afraid. What is
she doing here, she wonders~ at the
home of this grandparent who never
seemedtounderstandher, never appraved
ofwho she was. Still, she pushes open the
sliding glass door and enters. The house
fills with light and is tall like a cathedral. Her grandfather stands before her,
radiant. Reaching out to her, he gives her
a gift. And she feels in that moment his
lave for her and his support for her path.
My older daughter calls from
Seattle and leaves a message on the
machine. She has had a dream of her
grandmother, she says, and can I call
her back. "I am in the kitchen of

grandma and granddad's house," she
says. "I am cooking waffles and I know I
am doing it wrong. I am burning them.
Smoke fills the house. I know Grandma is
going to find me doing it wrong. She
comes around the corner into the kitchen.
But instead of scolding me, we see each
other and our hearts open. All ofmy guilt
and fear and frustration fall away in the
love that floods between us." My
daughter goes on to tell me the new
adventures of her first born, now six
months old. Her days are filled with
motherin3.
A strengthening, a healing, is
happening in the roots of our family
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tree since the rite we created "for
Jeremy." We wonder at the magic of
it and feel its echoes in this place, this
remnant of a living rainforest surrounded by clear-cut in the Pacific
Coast Range. The roots of my family
go six generations into Oregon
country.Jeremy' sancestorshavebeen
loggers, trappers, hunters, farmers.
They have loved Oregon deeply
and participated in the destruction of
its wilderness. My father lived to see
the expanses of forest disappear and
the end of the great salmon runs.
Jeremy must be taught in schools
that such forests and wild life at one
time lived.
"Choose an animal from your
medicine wheel," I told Jeremy on the
day of his ritual," and ask what it has
to teach you." Alone in the forest,
Jeremy asked coyote. But it was not
coyote who came. Beyond Jeremy's
intending, beyond his choosing,
Buffalo appeared. "What you c are
for will give back to you," the
Buffalo said.
The week following the rite of
passage, a circle of nine women
gathered in retreat at Wanderland on
the dark of the moon. After the
drumming, the story telling, the
dancing, four women stayed awake
still longer, to hot tub under the stars.
Talking and laughing, enjoying the
moment, they told stories of the
animals-the elk who run the trails of
the forest, the bearwhowalktheridge,
the packrat who had moved into
The Forest House and nightly
collected my ritual items into piles.
Then the four women parted each to
their tent, to sleep and to dream.
One woman dreamed that she
was still in the hot tub, talking and
laughing with the others under the
stars. Then a large elk walked into the
clearing, pausedamoment,loo ked at
the woman, and said: "Pardon me,
I'd like to speak to you about the
Elderberries." The next morning
she could not remember what it was
the Elk wanted her to know.
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"Do elk eat elderberries?" she
asked me, as my mind raced, remembering the words of the teacher
during the plant medicine workshop. "Elderberry is sacred to the
elders," she had told us as we
walked the upper lane.
"Sacred to the elders," I thought,
still looking at the Elderberry" probably because the new shoots
sprout right out of the dead wood."
I walked numbly behind her; her
words were painful to me. I had been
in shock since early that morning
when I found the trees along the
lower lane, mostly old Elderberry,
smashed and broken by a neighbor
to make way for logging trucks to
cross Wan-derland. That night, I sat
by the creekside, singing and drumming my grief, singing to the elders
ofth efores t, singingforthe Elderberry
trees.
"It's almost Halloween," I tell
Jeremy. "What are you going to be?"
We are having dinner together in a
Portland restaurant. Halloween, I
know, is one of his favorite holidays.
"I'mjustgoingtobeu gly," he replies.
We have spent the dinner hour
in animated discussion. Jeremy has,
in the last week, experienced his
first shamanic journey. His face is
full of excitement. Something new
and full of wonder has opened in
him. "I went to Wanderland," he
tells me, "to my circle. The Buffalo
came but turned and walked
North, upstream. Then a big Elk
appeared. The Elk told me-' you are
doing well.'"
"The Elk is Grand Father of the
place," I reply, looking at Jeremy.
He is full of Beauty. oo
Gwendolyn Endicott, MA, has practiced the
art of teaching individual growth for almost
40 years-in college classrooms, workshops,
and recently in an Oregon rainforest.
Gwendolyn is co-creator of Wanderlimd, a
retreat and teaching forest. She is the author
of THE SPINNING WHEEL, The Art of
Mythmaking, and teaches circle classes in
creating your personal mythology.

Sometimes the End is Not Nigh
or.... How It Feels Not to Die
by Charlotte Bell

A s we acknowledge our
inner psychic thrust toward the
next century, cradling our sense of
still more difficulties ahead .... this
time, the ending of this century....
this beginning time .... is exciting,
dynamic, demanding and scary.
We need all the help we can get.
I find it a relief to know that our
dreams are available and can be
explored for all the meanings we
can find.
I have been requesting dream
help for surviving this historical
time. Or, if I am not to survive, to
at least have a clearer understanding of what is happening and why I
have chosen to reincarnate and live
through this century's end.... to
know my choices.
I have found that dreams can be
tricksters! For example, on September 30, 1994, I had a brief and startling dream. It was a short sentence
spoken by that disembodied voice
many dreamers are familiar with. It
said, "You will die within the year."
Let me tell you- that got my
attention! However, having had
several near death experiences
(NDE' s), I was less upset than I
might have been. In fact, I was as
curious as I was alarmed. But, did I
ever start asking for clarification.
Why did I receive this dream message? Was it to be taken literally? If
so, how, when and where? If it
wasn't true, what the heck was
going on?

Following are some of the
dreams that answered my questions:

steam into vapor. It was made clear
to me that the disembodied voice
was not that of a guide or other
entity.... but my own voice. I learned that it was my sub-conscious
testing me to see if I had the strength to stick around on the planet
and see this era through.

My departure has been delayed.

-

-

-

I make a U-turn on a bridge.

-

Four enormous vehicles back toward
me from the four directions.
I yell, "Wait!" They stop.
My death is postponed.

In December 1995 I dreamed ....

On October 1, 1995.... the day
after I could have croaked had I
taken the dream literally, I called an
old and trusted friend and told her
about my dreams and asked for
help. She agreed to come over and
explore the dreams via a hypnosis
session.
The session was taped; a synopsis follows:

I find myself safely encased in a
large, golden globe .... as safe as a baby
in the womb.
Messages are given to me,
sometimes in the disembodied
voice and sometimes telepathically
from some sentient part of the
globe. On the tape my voice is
weak, muffled and just barely clear
enough to understand, as I explain
that my dreams come in through a
sunny window of the globe on my
left. They are then recorded in me
and pass through me and out another sunny window on my right, to
have a life of their own in another
dimension. I felt I sensed that they
explore all of the possibilities
available and then dissipate like

I am married to a therapist who
is away. A couple who look like
the ones in the painting
American Gothic' by Grant Wood
come to the door seeking my
husband's help. I offer mine. They
are doubtful but desperate and
reluctantly accept. Without telling
me, I can see that they are haunted
by a negative entity.
I know that I can help them
because my husband had given me
a gift of some broken records made
by a 'true seer.' I had held the
broken records to my heart and
they had mended and healed so
that they could be heard.
Just as the records of my
dreams have helped me to heal my
own tom psyche. Seems like I passed my own test!
Now it all seems so uncomplicated and clear. I needed that indepth search for clarity to allow my
dreammaker to spell it out in
scenes, words, metaphors and feelings so that my limited, conscious
self could get it. oo
Address correspondence to 158 Center
Rd. #1, Weare, NH 03281
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.... Dreaming Humanity's Path ....

The Celebration .... or What Died?
I am attending a funeral and am surprised at the volume of people
arriving (thousands!) and how brightly dressed we all are.
Still, I feel alone and unknown, hence a bit shy.
I choose to seat myself in the rear right of this massive semi-circle, tiered stadium-type
cathedral. There are a scattering of others in my section of seatingall of us apparently equally resistant at being fully present.
The ushers present me with a program. I am surprised to find, inside,
it is addressed specifically to me - like a personal invitation. I look at the usher and
say, "But how did you know my name?" He replies, "Don't you remember? You were
here before?" "Yes, but that was a very long time ago!" I answer. And he: "We never
forget someone who has reached out to us and asked for support before. We just wait until
you choose to return." Then I: "But how did you know I'd be here today."
"We didn't. We just see the faces as they come in and recall who you are."
I am flattered at the personal quality of the invitation. Somehow, it even relays a
remembrance of my particular challenge as a single mother. I feel special.
I then look around and note that everyone has a personalized invitation. A warm
feeling permeates as I realize that each of us is remembered by our names.
just then, someone - it is never revealed whose funeral it is or who the minister/
priest is - on center stage, points to the people seated in the rear and says,
"You people can't be in the back any longer."
This section of seating (which I am in) consists of 4 or 5 rows of 15 or so seats each;
we begin to move. There are a few dozen of us scattered on these seats. It moves as a
single block, mainly sideways, on rollers and a track.
At first, I startle and grab my chair, feeling fearful that I am going to fall
and get hurt as the section picks up speed. I realize that these seats are designed to be
movable and obviously, if people are going to get hurt on them,
they would have been revised long ago. Or at least have seat belts supplied!
So, I choo_se to relax and trust the journey.
As we pick up speed, like a roller coaster,
we move down into a very dark space.
Then emerge again and come to a stop.
Now we find ourselves, as a group,
relocated toward the center front of the massive stadium.
On stage, they say, "That's better!"
Now this funeral service' begins with happy dancers.
It seems more a celebration! And I am left wondering.... "What died?"
36
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w:tth Your Own Dream Symbol Artfuny Rendered!

A Beautif ul Gift for YourSel f or a Loved One
Send us your favorite dream symbol painted
or drawn in any medium on the surface you choose.
Describe what this symbol means to you.
We transfer the symbol onto silk and respond in a creative way.

··: :; i. ii l. l
Send check or money order to :

Healing Arts Center% lxchel Productio ns
41 West 798 South, Bowgren circle, Elburn, IL 60119

Phone: 630/365-0 nl
Scarves vary in weight and type of silk; all scarves are hand hemmed and sewn with silk thread ,
hand dyed and designed with various techniques.
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THE SPINNING WHEEL is a practical guide
to making your own myths. It is a workbook
of story-spinning, and an introduction to
understanding the symbols that make up
your life.

Mail a check or money
order for $13, plus S2 for
shipping and handling, to:
Attic Press
1907 SE 39th Street
Portland, OR 97214

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iii!ii!i!iii!ii!i!ii!ifil
Have You 8 een Looking for
Rare Back Issues of Dream Network?
We have just received, via donation:
Volume s 1 #9, Vol. 2 #s 5 & 8 (Bill Stimson, pub .led.)
Vol. 3 #s 3, 4 & 5 (Chris Hudson, pub.ed .)

Vol. 5 #s 1 - 6 (Henry Reed/Robert Van De Castle, pubs./eds.)
Now Available @ $5 per copy+ $1 (P&H)
to: Dream Network PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
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breaking silence
(Dedicated to all the little girls who live in terror)
don't tell,
or you'll
not see your
mom again.

i walk

dangerous
ground,
shaped by
the decay
of secrets
that return
without
mercy to
haunt me.

and like
the good
little girl,
i never
told on
my mother's
lover,
i never
told on
my friends'
fathers,
i never
told the
neighbor's
wife.

wretched
silence
invades
my dreams
and devours
relentlessly
my innocence.
suffering
and pain
eat away
at the old
festering
wounds of
my heart.

the touch
of his hands
were my soul's
signal to
abandon my
body.
on the
ceiling of
the room,
i waited
for him to
finish and
dismiss me.

for years
dissimulate,
i escape
its clutches,
i flirt with
deception,
i toil for
absolution,
i cry alone
in the closet.
withered
frightening
echoes stir
childhood
terror into
my everyday
consciousnes s.
II
stop crying,
i know
you really
like it.
stop crying
you'll beg
for it
someday.
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once,
my soul
returned
too quickly
andi
vomited
all over
the floor.
he left
the next
day.

III
thirty
years of
silence
sits heavy
upon a
woman's shoulders.
i became
stone.

i made sex
in multidisassociated
forms.
when my
soul would
return, i
would weep.
seldom,
did the men
notice or
understand.
secretly,
i hated them.
openly,
i hated
me.

IV
I grapple now
for the words
to speak and
the courage
to release
the child's
dark sorrow
from my life.
i begin at
the source.

my mother's
warm embrace
comforts me
in a way
that she
could not
at another
time.
we weep
together.
our pain
is shared
and known
on a suburban
mall bench,
while others
stare at us
oddly and
wonder.
we laugh,
together.
and i take in the first deep breathe,
since 1959.

Antonia Darder

The Man With a Corpse
on His Back

Fallen Bird
One has fallen within retrieval
let us go and get her.
her feathered headdress
mount upright,
the broken wing mend.
Her downward spiral ended,
let us go and lift her up.
her folded wings spread wide,
clouded eyes brighten
with deep blue skies.
Then she will take us willingly,
let us go rise with her.
let us rise up upon this wind,
circling in gyres
above the rolling earth.
Her falling brought her to us
let us go retrieve her.
her fallen head give breath,
curled talons help grasp
the most solid branch.
Gerard Donnelly-Smith

•••••• •••••• ••
Before Waking
Whose hand was it
resting
on my forehead?
No one sleeps or
stretches or lies
near me; even
the cat spent dawn
near the barrels
of flounder heads
down the cold street
at Rizzo's place.
I know because
she's yawning, and
it is her breath,
not anyone's
touch, that wakes me:
the stink of still
digesting fish
spread like a net
across my face.
The hand I felt
slipped from my head
before
I smelled a thing.

•

Refuse to Look Back

When you die to the old life
you must bury it well
Or you'll stumble on
with the corpse of your old self
strapped to your back.
Bury it well and do your grieving.
Set right what can be set right
with those you hurt
and those who hurt you.
Give up the souls you've stolen.
Reclaim what was stolen from you.
Then walk on and don't look back.

Let your steps
be smoke
you leave behind
no one will follow you
through the unburned wind
through the canyons, struck
like lightening through the land,
into the eye
Others will dig up your corpse.
of a single flower, go deep
enemies and abandoned lovers
only
Not
into its delicate golden sex
your very best friends.
but
its glowing purity of motives and means
your bag of bones
exhume
They'll
walk its trembling flesh
your shoulders
to
it
and lash
with your feet.bared to its softness,
changed.
haven't
you
prove
to
with your hands encircling mirror-drops
and back.
down
dragged,
be
You'll
of its wetness with the dew, the rain,
wake,
second
a
need
You'll
with your eyes gathering up its light
a deeper burial.
enfolding its gold bed clothing of light
The grave-robbers will come for you
letting your soul bloom into the soft peace
again and again
of its light, where it lives,
you to your dead self
chain
to
it lives!
are changed so utterly
you
until
Behind you, Jhe towns are falling,
can only be seen
you
Cries fill the night, the sky and cut peace down
have changed their eyes.
who
those
by
like knives, like drums, like crimes, like cairns
into the sunlit spaces
vanish
You
and here is how to make war on them:
those who cling
where
Refuse to look back!
of what you were
ghost
the
to
Let the earth spin away from your feet
you anymore.
find
can't
to become another hell, blazing in space,
Robert Moss
let the widow cry to you, reach out,
you will not turn, no, not when her children cry
your name, you will not look at them,
and where they bum no stone will you cast
to mark their horror as a resting-place
no word will your lips utter from this day
Warning
until you know you are alive, far and alive
Grandfath er wanders among years
past the border of the land that dies,
baring huge stone teeth
so far past and long ago, that the word
dosing in.
which we call "war" will be lost,
enemies
He yells. Strikes at
vaulted beneath the earth, where only
roaring around him,
the past, the graceless dead, will finally rest,
cobras from dim past.
ghost
rest, and never rise again.
Like a buzzard he pounces on decayed
Dan Sessions
meat of past wrongs
on which he now feeds -

•••••• ••••••

as I do when I wake too early,
can't spit out carrion
memories in my mouth.

Rose Roseberg

Andrejika Beth Hough
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It's over now
This season of flowers
And I will not try to hang on
Not this year
So with scissors in my right hand
And a plastic trash bag in my left hand
I snip away at browned wild flowers
Than disentangle dried morning glory vines
Yet still farther toward the Sun
Three blue buds on my morning glory vines have bloomed
And not too far from them
Four pink buds await just a little more warmth
Then they will bring their color
To sing with the blue
Providing a balance between what small amount is left.

Marilyn Elain Carmen

The Night Blooming Cereus
In the desert of my dreams
in a country known as Heart of the Mare
beside moonsilvered stream
I wandered without care
and found a flower there
I seemed to know its name
as it bloomed in the air before my eyes
like a mandala of flame
a sun in night disguise
and slowly did we rise
I followed where it led
through strange and yet familiar views
and a voice inside me said"
"Eternal flower is thy Muse
that you may never Jose."
We drifted to a cave
where an eagle man danced with a lioness
and I watched a hand engrave
in fire and tenderness
a living breathing YES
The Flower began to grow
as I lit upon its center like a bee
felt the succulent petals flow
outward to infinity
through a living breathing Sea
I awoke upon the shore
my lover still sleeping by my side
her placid face adore
in moonlight's silver tide
the flower can never hide....

.
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DR EAM S ••• So uL ••• SEL F
The Arche type of
Pilgri mage
Outer Activity with Inner
Meaning

Jean Dalby Clift and
Wallace B. Clift
"A clear and concise introduction, this Jung-fla vored work
explores the archetyp al dimensions of sacred travel and pildreams."
grimage
Niltl
I.
Nallate
L
-COMMON BOUNDARY

Spirit ual
Dream ing
A Cross-C ultural and
Historica l Journey

Kelly Bulkele y
A sweeping overview of
the variety of spiritual
dream experienc es that
people have reported
througho ut history from
cultures all over the
world.

0-8091-3592-2 $16.95

0-8091-3599-X $14.95

Bringing

Bring ing Dream s to Life

Dreams
to life

Learning to Interpret Your Dreams

George R. Slater
reliAn introduct ion to Jungian dreams analysis that provides persons with a
to
and
lives
own
their
of
context
the
able way to analyze their dreams within
life.
daily
enrich
to
e
use that knowledg

George R. Slater, Ph.D.
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"... may just be the book to revitalize the reader's interest in one of our pre-PRAYIN G
mier means of spiritual growth."
0-8091-3568-X $12.95

,......-.-~--.....,Dreams

A Way to Listen to God

Morton Kelsey
"Shows us how to pay attention
to the inner image and voices
emergin g from the depth of our
beings, a primer for all who wish
to know themselv es better and
to experien ce a ritual relationship with God."
-Dr. Walter J. Hollenwe ger
0-8091-2046-1 $5.95

Dream s and Spirit ual Growt h

A Judea-C hristian Way of Dreamw ork
Louis f\1. Savary, Patricia H. Berne, Strepho n

Kaplan William s
".. .offers an impressi ve assortm ent of more than
35 techniqu es for the reader's use in working with
dreams to establish connecti on with God, oneself,
and commun ity."
-JOURNA L OF CHRISTIAN HEALING

0-8091-2629-X $11.95

~

Dream s and Healin g
John A. Sanford
A lively and succinct interpreta tion of dreams that takes into
account both spiritual and scientific views.

0-8091-2129-8 $11.95

DREAMS
AND
HEALIN G
A
Sua:inct

and

Uvely Inratim

Dreams
John A. San&ml

Dream Work
Techniq ues for Discove ring
the Creative Power in Dreams

Jeremy Taylor
Offers an invaluabl e tool for the
explorati on of the inner life contained within our dreams and individual, group, and commun ity
technique s for discoveri ng more
of the multiple meaning s inherent
in every dream. With extensive
annotate d bibliograp hy.
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0-8091-2525-0 $12.95
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Nremy
Taylor

Paulist Press, 997 Macarth ur Blvd., Mahwah , NJ 07430
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Creative Dreaming, The Second Edition 1995
by Patricia Garfield
Simon & Schuster,Fireside Books
1230 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020
272 pages ISBN 0-684-80172-8
!:;reative Dreaming will help you to 'Plan and Control
your Dreams to Develop Creativity, Overcome Fears, Solve
Problems and Create a Better Self' says the author about her
dreamwork classic. Twenty two years after its original
sortie, this book still touts the message that the conscious
willpower of the individual ego can and should affect the
story line, characters and content of our dreams. I am quite
uncomfortable with her approach, not so much because I
am a purist who doesn't believe in dream control (though
perhaps I am more of the "dreams are a gift from God, and
who am I to say to God what's right for me" type), but
because it seems so much more energy efficient to me to
affect my daytime behavior with my conscious mind, than
to attempt a will-induced cross-inseminatio n between the
waking and dreaming realms. If a person is a perpetual
victim in life and in her dreams, Garfield suggests elaborate
and detailed techniques of mind control and meditation to
incubate a more aggressive response in the dream world.
Why not just learn to stand up to the aggressors in real life?
Then, surely, the change will also reflect in one's dreams.
It's perhaps the difference between a responsible personal
growth plan, and invoking magic to dispel ghosts.
Garfield's chapter on the Senoi is also troubling to me,
the first time reader. First we read that the Senoi are a
peaceful people who do certain techniques including
encouraging aggression in dream time. Then we learn that
these reports are somewhat a fabrication on the part of the
anthropologist who first studied the Malaysian Aboriginals.
Next in the chapter we are told how to deal with
confrontation with dialogue instead of violence, and then
in conclusion the author says if violence works then 'whatthe-heck' do it. It confuses rather than enlightens. Creative
Dreaming is still the big time seller it was in the 70's,
suggesting that there are many people who prefer
this fast food approach to dreamwork.

Spiritual Dreaming:
A Cross-Cultural and Historical Journey
by Kelly Bulkeley
Paulist Press
9f!l MacArthur Boulevard, Mahwah NJ 07430

1992,291 pages,$16.95
Spiritual Dreaming investigates 13 aspects of spirituality
as they appear in dreams. Snakes, God, Sexuality, Flying,
Lucidity, Rituals, Initiation are some of the topics explored
through comparison, contrast and then lucid analysis by
the author, Bulkeley drew the dreams he explores from
many sources across time, space and culture. His is an indepth look at the main themes or archetypes from which
our spiritmility is derived. This is Bulkeley's second book,
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his first being The Wilderness of Dreams: Exploring the
Religious Meanings of Dreams in Modern Western Culture.
His books are scholarly, insightful and a pleasure to read.

Mindfire
Dialogues in the Other Future
by Alexander Blair-Ewart
Somerville House Publishing, 3080 Yonge Street, Toronto,
Ontario M4N 3Nl
As I listened to the voices from the edge, this book set
my mind on fire. It satisfied every one of my desires to have
articulated all in one place, the hopes, aspirations and
prophecies of our time. I was delighted to read many of our
current futurists and thinkers in dialogue with a brilliant
interviewer (mostly Blair-Ewart himself). Shamans and
Jungian analysts, ecologists and songwriters, philosophers
and health professionals all join hands in painting their
"other" future that though not free of challenge is full of
change, of hope, of promise. Jean Houston, Robert Bly,
Marion Woodman, Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, Tom Harpur
and Ram Dass are only a few of the prophets sharing their
thoughts with us in Mindfire. In the final chapter BlairEwart attempts an analysis and s ummary of the main
themes in the book. After the lucidity of the interview
format, I found the analysis a bit sluggish. Blair-Ewart
himself a renowned writer in the field of spiritual studies is
now working on a second release:
Spirit Fire: the Way of the Spiritual Realist.. I'll watch for
it with great anticipation. Mindfire is a must if you love this
planet. Yet there is no "final vision for this other future,"
says the author. "It's something that we have to create and
invent and get involved in." This book is about that
involvement.

Dreams in the Psychology of Religion
by James Gollnick
The Edwin Mellen Press
P.O. Box 67, Queens ton, Ontario, Canada LOS lLO
Dream interpretation, says the author, is becoming
more democratic, participatory, provisional and
comprehensive. No longer just the domain of the prophet
or therapist, dreamers themselves are becoming the
authorities in their own process. Gollnick takes us through
the ages from antiquity to the modern day looking at most
of the principal proponents of dreamwork Then he gives a
veritable compendium of modern dream interpretation
theory, summarizing for us the similarities and differences
between, for instance, the Gestalt approach and the
Jungian process, or the lucid dream method vs. the dream
fragment. Gollnick shares two powerful dreams of his own,
plus one from a client and then concludes his brilliant essay
with a synopsis of how to do dreamwork alone or in a
group, using the best from all the methods he's visited in
part one of his book His bibliography and recommended
book lists are comprehensive.
Review Editor Contact Information: Suzanne Nadon, Maplestone,
RR#I Owen Sound, Ontario, N4K 5N3 Canada.
Phone 519/372-0121 or 519/371-6060. E-Mail Maplestone@log.on.ca

Appreciati ng Dreams
a group approach
by Montague Ullman, M.D.
Sage Publications, Inc.
2455 Teller Road,
Newbury Park, CA 91320
Phone: (805) 499-0721
Fax (805) 499-0871
Softcover, 273 pgs. $52

by H. Roberta Ossa no

In the Forward to this long
awaited book, John P Briggs, M.D.,
reveals his dramatic conversion
over two decades ago from the
rather strict disciplines in which he
was trained as a psychoanalyst to
that of a dream group enthusiast.
He acknowledges that in the group
setting-when members are sensitized to the process so carefully
outlined in this book-" more attention is paid to the dream than is
possible within the confines of the
analytic hour. " Additionally, he
says "The group method can reach
further into the metaphor of the
dream, the imagery and all of the
associative material of the manifest
content."
Montague Ullman is responsible for Dr. Briggs' unreserved applause, as are a growing number of
students and dream group enthusiasts around the planet.
Appreciating Dreams: a group
approach shares in great detail the
processes and insights Monte has
practiced and increasingly refined
over a period of nearly three decades. Through sensitive participation and observation in the
subtleties and nuances inherent in
dream groups, he has been like a
determined prospector mining for
gold. The multi-level process has
evolved over time and fortunately
has the fine mind, ethics and
commitment of Dr. Ullman for its
articulation. It is now reaching a
stage of perfection; when facilitated

by someone familiar with it, the
process flows gently, like a midsummer river.
In Appreciating Dreams: a
group approach, Monte gives
special ins;tructions as to the
leader's dual responsibilities,
provides A Manual for Leaders,
speaks directly to the concerns of
individual dreamers, defines group
dynamics and responsibilities,
provides information on forming a
group and (in harmony with this
issue ofDNJ) has included a special
chapter on Dreams and Healing.
I was fortunate to experience
this process in person and to see
early drafts of this book several
years ago when attending one of
Monte's experiential dream group
leadership seminars and stand
among the individuals applauding
Sage Press for its wisdom in publishing and making Dream Appreciation: a group approach, available
to us. Be aware, however; Sage is an
academic press and the book will be
exposed primarily to the academic
community.·
This is significant, because as
more educational institutions integrate courses on dreams, this
carefully worded material, born of
creation and experience, will be
available to assist, enhance and
advise teachers and students
regarding the many considerations
involved in both conducting and
participating in the dream group;
also, as more therapists begin
employing dreams and the dream
group process into their practice,
they will have the advantage of
Monte's long-term commitment to
demystifying this process.
However, because of the books'
exclusive exposure, many present
and aspiring dream group
facilitators and participants may be
unaware of its publication. Get
your copy now! Dream Appreciation can be ordered directly by using
the contact in-formation preceding
this review.
Thank you Monte, for being!

'Io su6scri6e to tfie news fetter ''lJreamJllppreciation '6asd on Monte's work;;. write
'Wendi{ Pannier, 487 'W. Street '1\suu{, 51pt.1W, 'l(fnnetSq1wre, PJZL19348

So, You ~nna
Be A Dreamer?
Of course, you already are!
The Dream Catcher is a cassette tape
with powerful auto-suggestions that will
enhance your dream experience. Simply
listen ro this tape as you fall asleep at
night and you will catch more dreams,
more vividly than ever before.
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DREAM INTERPRETA TION
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James Hall, M.D. 128pp. Sewn $US 15
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Compassion Lessons, Cont' d from page 28
formation. When our physical and emotional environment becomes too toxic for basic survival, we have a
choice: Die,orevolve. Thewholecommunity. Thewhole
species. The whole system. Die, or evolve.
A number of questions begin to surface at this point.
We start asking ourselves, our dreams, each other, our
Highest Guidance: "What's going on?" "What do I need
to know?" "Where is all this pain coming from?" "How
much of it is actually mine?" "What can I do about it?"
"Who's really asking these questions?" "Who am I?"
And we're back to the depression, fear and identity
crisis that started all this off. But, these are perennial
human questions-even the gods ask them.
Impelled by a terrible vision that Life itself was being
threatened on all sides by the forces of fire and darkness,
Odin, the supreme creator of the Norse pantheon, set out
on a quest for the knowledge that would save the world.
In his search for illumination, he came to Yggdrasil,
the Cosmic Ash Tree whose roots bind the three worlds
together-the Great Above, the Earth and the Great Below.
During his travels, Odin had become deeply aware of
the suffering of all living creatures. In his desire to alleviate
this pain and to discover its source, he offered himself, the
All Father, as a sacrifice to himself. He hung himself
upside down by his right foot from a high branch of
Yggdrasil for nine days and nine nights, awaiting the
dawn of wisdom. Seeing the world upside down, from a
totally different perspective, allowed him to suspend
judgment and to reverse even his most cherished views
aboutthe nature and purpose of the Creator, the gods and
humankind.
When Odin descended from the Great Tree, he
drank deeply from the Source, the Well of Wisdom sunk
deep into the Earth and guarded by the rootsofY ggdrasil.
Poet and folklorist Padraic Colum tells us that:
"As he drank, all the future became clear to
him. He saw all the sorrows and troubles that
would fall upon men and Gods. But he saw, too,
why the sorrows and troubles had to fall and he
saw how they might be borne so that Gods and
men, by being noble in the days of sorrow and
trouble, would leave in the world a force that one
day, a daythatwas far off indeed, would destroy
the evil that brought terror and sorrow and
despair into the world."
And then he paid the dreadful price that Mimir, the
Keeper of the Well, had demanded for these insights.
Without a moment's hesitation, Odin" put his hand to his
face and plucked out his right eye. Terrible was the pain
that he suffered. But he made no groan or moan." Mimir
dropped the precious eye into the Well and then watered
the roots of Yggdrasil with this all-seeing, all-knowing
essence.
It was the Creator's right eye that was demanded, the
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eye that focuses on three-dimensional reality. What
remained was the inner-seeing eye, the eye that perceives
the hidden truth, the cosmic plan. Pain and wisdom, hand
in hand.
Itismydeeplyheldbeliefthatwe arefastapproaching
the" day that was far off indeed." That now is the time for
us to see through all the sorrow and trouble, all the terror
and despair. Now is the time for us to see the larger
picture-through commiseration, through meditation and
through the dreams and visions we share with each other
and with Universal Consciousness.
Now is the time to open ourselves to the higher
perspectiveofwhat is happening and why, so that the fire
and darkness that threaten us on all sides can begin to
dissipate-first within ourselves as individuals, then as
members of our community and finally as citizens of the
global village. Knowing that the pain we ourselves feel is
being shared at some level by us all, we can begin to look
for reasons and causes larger than ourselves and our
immediate lives.
For example, if so many of us are fearful about the
state of our bank accounts and 95 percent of this fear is
"out there," then perhaps this is telling us something
about our neighbors and many other people across our
country and around the world. The industrialized nations
have entered the era of corporate downsizing. Thousands,
perhaps millions, of people are losingtheirjobsin a global
economy that cannot possibly create enough new jobs to
replacewhatthey have lost. The" system~' that we believed
in and supported, that we counted on to support us in
return, is casting us out.
.
This is a wake-up call of gigantic proportions! It's
telling us that since so many of us are finding ourselves
outside the system, instead of weeping and moaning, we
needtousethis distanceandperspectiveasanop portunity
to reexamine the values and workingsofthatverysystem.
We need to look at each other, not as losers in the
game of life but as members of a powerful community
that has been given the privilege of insight-as well as
traveling companions with whom we can share our
discoveries. For what one of us feels, many of us feel.
What one of us discovers, many of us discover. Even in
our hopelessness and despair, there is hope that in
dreaming and sharing and acting together we can create
a whole new way to live together on Planet Earth.
As my current guide, Huey, said recently in a dream
dialogue:
"Most especially when you are suffering and alone
and afraid, seek to know the higher purpose of the events
that are affecting your life and producing such reactions
in you. All the economic problems you face are being
faced by thousands, millions, of others at this time.
Ultimately, this is not about an economic recession or
even another Great Depression. What this is about is
the redistribution of wealth on this planet.

At this time you are watching the rich get richer
and the poor get poorer and this isn't what you were
expecting. You thought the rich would get poorer and the
poor richer. It doesn't work that way under the present
system. Only the middle class dies, swelling the
ranks of the newly poor. It is the system itself that is
rotten and that must be seen revealed in high relief for all
its evils. The system must collapse. And for a time, all may
suffer.
It doesn't have to be this way, of course. It is up to
you all to change your old patterns of response. It is up to
you all to ask, as did the 13th century Sufi poet, Rumi:
"Who says words with my mouth? Who looks out with
my eyes? Is it a former self, an outgrown husk from
which you are now evolving? Is it a new self? Is it God?
Is there any difference?"
So, it's up to us, as co-creators with God, as co-bearers
of the burden, to release ourselves and thus each other,
from all our old pain, terror and despair. What will we fill
this new spaciousness with? More of the same, simply
because it's familiar and we fear emptiness most of all?
Or will we begin to examine and expand into thisnew
space, into our newly awakening selves? If we're all
going through this together, can we not help heal
each other by healing ourselves? Can we not create
entirely new forms of community together?
And most of all, can we not put our Compassion
Lessons to good use and begin to learn through joy
instead of pain, as we were always meant to do? Pain is an
art form that we created ourselves. It is not a product of
Universal Love. All we have to do is declare this art form
passe, old hat and welcome joy into our lives. However,
since joy has never truly existed on this planet before, we
have no idea what it feels like or how it will change
society. Making the leap to joy is a risky endeavor but it's
part and parcel of this Great Change we're all
experiencing together.
Despite what we might think about our personal
spiritual awareness and progress, evolution is not an
individual matter. It is species that evolve. Entire species.
We are dealing with such an incredibly powerful energy
we cannot begin to fathom its parameters-or resist it.
AsH uey said to me in another dream dialogue at the
beginning of the year:
"I have something very important to tell you
right now.

What is happening is happening?
"It doesn't make any difference what you believe

any more. It doesn't make any difference if you believe in
abundance or heavenly love or any of that spiritual stuff.
It doesn't make any difference what you believe about
who you are, or why you're here. Your own personal
belief system is beside the point.
"What is happening to you and why it is

happening is larger than who you are or who you think
you are. It will continue to happen and the resources
that are needed to make it happen will continue to arrive
in your life-and everyone else's life-no matter what
lack, or unfulfillment you may feel emotionally.
You are being cared for whether you like it or not.

What is happening is happening?
"It is vastly bigger than individuals, or thought
systems, or even planets. There is no way to prepare; no
way to evade. Just keep living your days, one foot in front
of the other.
"Fear is part of the juurney because it is part of
the human experience. But the best way to deal with it is
to use three simple tools that will help you keep
walking through your own and everyone else's fears
on a daily basis.
• Keep looking up, because when you look up
you connect with your Higher Guidance.
• Keep smiling, even if you're faking it, because
whenever you smile your body releases waterfalls of
internal joy-making endorphins. And your own
endorphins beat Prozac and all the other popular
nostrums hands down.
• And don't forget to open the intake valve for
Universal Love that lies just behind your heart. Turn it on
full blast every morning.

What is happening is happening?
"What you think or believe or hope or want
doesn't affect this fact. You are all as helpless to
manipulate events the way you want them to happen
as if you were totally disembodied and you were
trying to push an object across the room with muscle
power. So you might as well get out of your own way
and just be a witness.
"I hear you asking, 'If this is so, then does
sending blessings and good wishes and dispatching
angels to people in pain and danger and to areas
riven with strife do any good at all?'
"Yes, it does, as long as you don't tell these
energies what to do. Be like an archer, loosing your
arrows to point the way for larger entities to work.
You have no idea what they will do, or what will
happen, you're only asking for higher assistance.
This is not an issue of belief, it is simply the practice of unconditional Love.

What is happening is happening?
"But do not mistake the inner chaos of transformation for a lack of inner peace of soul, or outer
healing presence." oo

Please address correspondence to 400 Central Park West
NY, NY 10025.
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Wolf Transforms Into Fish:
A 'Dream Reading'
by Charles de Beer
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Mrs. C., in her letter, described two recent short
dreams and one dreamed long ago. It is the earlier
dream I would like to deal with here. She writes:
"It is an outstanding dream I had during a great
crisis and turning point in my life, 25 years ago. I had
been very, even critically, ill for a long while and was
in the hospital. Then, just before I started rallying out
of the awful down-cycle, I dreamt:
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1am strolling through a middle-Eastern type baZilar,
possibly in Morocco. There are many little tables
and stalls under one very big roof With me is a man
who looks Egrjptian or Lebanese, an impressive man,
middle-aged, heavy, well-built (not tall) and
wearing an impeccably tailored dark suit. He is
obviously guiding me. We stopped at numerous
stalls while I look at the trinkets and other
merchandise. At one point, 1pick up a wooden
carving of a wolf's head, with open snarling jaws. I
bought it. It is about 11/2 inches high, well made in
some dark brown wood. Intricate. We move on
outside onto a sand dune overlooking water on my
right. Then he looks at me and starts moving away,
down the dune into a hollow and up another dune.
But he is floating, not walking. And before he
disappears, he is all in white, a lonslight-filled
garment. 1feel bereaved at his gomg. But am
consoled by the little trinket in my hand. I look at it
for comfort, and to my astonishment see it is now
something different: a smooth, cool onyx fish, simple
yet gracefully made, far less detailed in carving.
(The wolf 's head had lines to show the hair, it was
very life-[ike.) The fish--a whole one--was also about
one and a half inches long. 1am thrilled with it.

A little later I awoke, still full of excitement and
brought my right hand out from under the blanketonly to find it empty. Great disappointment! However,
after that, the physical and emotional crisis was past
and I rapidly recovered.
A month later my eldest son, then studying medicine, was killed. What would otherwise have flattened
me, didn't. I still felt 'buoyed up' although very bereaved. I soon made contact--audibly and physically--with
my son, which was wonderfully sustaining.
I spent the next 12 years looking for that fish and
finally found it in a little shop in a small town where I
was on holiday. I bought it and then started a new
metaphysical venture in that town. It seemed indicated.
And to this day it has remained my ideal and rewarding occupation. The dream has carried me for years,
like a beacon. I have some idea of the symbology of the
wolf and the fish and the mystical guide who was also
wordly.... but I would love your interpration."

The 'Dream Reading:
Synchronicity rules our lives. I have had fairly
close contact with this dreamer for about three years
now, during which time I have 'read' a number of
dreams for her. Yet, she has waited all this time to
submit this particular dream, although it must have
been one of her most important ones. Now I am reading Women who Run with the Wolves and I find clear
echoes of Mrs. C.'s dream, dreamt 25 years ago, in C.L.
Estes' book (1) and will quote extensively from that
wise and beautiful book in this reading.
Overall, I would suggest that the dream describes
that once we manage to convert our agressive, worldly
nature to a more receptive and intuitive one, we shall
see our life in more hallowed ways; we will find our
atunement to the Higher Self increased in proportion
to our ability to live with greater discrimination as to
the real purpose of life.
The middle-Eastern type of bazaar with the many
little tables and stalls all exhibiting their various wares
under one roof could symbolize the dreamer's present
incarnation in which, under discreet guidance of her
Higher Self, she is seeking to find the direction her life
has to take. Mrs. Estes mentions: "In dreams, the symbol of house comments on the organization of the psychic space a person inhabits, both consciously and
unconsciously." (p.91) She has a lot to say about the
'dark man' in women's dreams. Mostly she
describes this man's presence as being threatening, the
dreamer awakening in terror. However, on page 67 we
read:
"The dark man in women's dreams appears
when an initiation-a psychic change from m1e
level of knowing and behavior to another more
matureorenergeticlevelofknowledgeandaction-

is imminent. This dream occurs to the as-yet-to-beinitiated, as well as those who are veterans of
several rites of passage, for there is always more
initiation. No matter how old a woman becomes,
no matter how many years pass, she has yet more
ages, stages and more 'first times' awaiting her:
That is what initiation is all about: it creates an
archway which one prepares to pass through to a
new manner of knowing and being. Dreams are
'portals,' entrances, preparations and pracitices
for the next step in a woman's consciousness, the
nextdayin her individuation process. So, a woman
might have a dream of a predatorwhenherpsychic
circumstances are too quiesceny or complacent.
We could say that this occurs in order to raise a
storm in the psyche so that some energetic work
can be done. But also a dream like this affirms that
the woman's life needs to change, that the woman
dreamer has gotten caught in some hiatus or ennui
as regards a difficult choice, that she is reluctant to
take the next step, go the next distance, that she is
shying away from wresting her own power away
from the predator, that she is not used to being/
acting/ striving at full bore, in all out capacity.
Additionally, dark man dreams are also wakeup calls that say to pay attention to something gone
radically amiss in the outer world, or in personal
life, or in the outer collective culture."
I must leave it to Mrs. C. to agree or disagree that
this text, somehow, admirably covers her 'condition' at
the time she had the dreairl, as well as the subsequent
physical and moral recovery she makes mention of in
her letter:
We should now look at the trinket sh~ bought, that
intricately carved wolf's head with the menacing jaws
ready to bite. We have already discussed the agressive
character trait this may allude to, either to be overcome
or to be used to reach a greater degree of freedom. Mrs.
Estes writes:
"A healthy woman ism uch like a wolf; robust,
chock-full, strong life-force, life-giving, territorially aware, inventive, loyal, roving. Yet, separation from the wildish nature causes a woman's
personality to become meager, thin, ghostly,
spectral. We are not meant to be puny with frail
hair and inability to leap up, inability to chase, to
birth, to create a life. When women's lives are in
stasis, ennui, it is always time for the wildish
woman to emerge; it is time for the creating
function of the psyche to flood the delta." (p.12)
Hence, then, the careful choice, buying this wolf's
head from among all the trinkets for sale in the bazaar.
And having thus ascertained under the guidance of her
Higher Self her desire to be free, to be creative, to go
for self-expression, she is drawn towards the sands of
Vol. 15 No. 3/Dream Network
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time, the dunes and the sea, that great reservoir of
potentiality where everything is hidden that ever was
and ever will be. And it is at this point that her Higher
Self ceases to show up as 'the dark man,' sent to awaken her to new opportunities in her life, and' disappears'
as the guardian angel she can call on-at any time-by
means of the trinket in her hand. Just as- in Estes' book(p. 28) the wolf runs free and;
"Somewhere in its running. whether by the
speed of its running, or by splashing its way into a
river, or by way of a ray of sunshine or moonlight
hitting it right in the side, the wolf is suddenly
transformed into a laughing woman who runs free
toward the horizon."
In the dream, the little wolf's head also takes on a
new shape, and in her hand the dreamer now holds an
onyx fish, a whole fish of about the same size as the
trinket's previous form. Onyx is a semiprecious stone
and mentioned in the Bible as one of the twelve stones
adorning the breastplate of Yahweh's high priest. (2)
J.E. Cirlot (3) mentions that the fish became a primitive Christian symbol, principally on the basis of the
anagram drawn from the name 'ichthys.' It then came
to be taken as a symbol of profound life, of the spiritual
world that lies under the world of appearances, the fish
representing the life-force surging up. I believe that we
can safely adopt this interpretation here.
We can now look at what Mrs. Estes has to say
about the' doll,' which she relates to the leprechaun,
elf, pixie, fairy and dwarf. I would see in the trinket
that the dreamer bought in the bazaar a similar kind of
'being,' which the writer equates with deep inner
intuition. She writes (pages 89 to91 ):
"In fairy tales these represent a deep throb of
wisdom within the culture of the psyche. They are
those creatures which go on with the canny and
interior work, who are tireless. They work when
we sleep, most especially when we sleep, even
when we are not fully conscious of what we are
enacting. In this way, the doll represents the inner
spirit of us women; the voice of inner reason, inner
knowing and inner consciousness.... This is the
wisdom of the 'homunculus,' the small being
within. It is our helper which is not seeable but
which is always accessible.....
Rather than defining intuition as some
unreasoned faulty quirk, it is defined as truly the
soul-voice speaking. Intuition senses the directions
to go in for most benefit; it is self-reserving, has a
grasp of underlyingmotive and intention; it chooses
what will cause the least amount of fragmenting in
the psyche .....
Being bound to one's intuition promotes a
confident reliance on it, no matter what. It changes
a woman's guiding attitude from 'what will be' to
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'let me see all there is to see.' What does this wildish
intuition do for women? Like the wolf, intuition
has claws that pry things open and pin things
down; it has eyes that can see through the shields
of persona; it has ears that hear beyond the range of
mundane human hearing.....
The intuitive function belongs to all women. It
is a massive and fundamental receptivity. Not
receptivity as once touted in classical psychology;
that is as a passive vessel. But receptivity as in
possessing immediate access to a profound wisdom
that reaches to women's very bones."
That, I believe, is what the fish in the dreamer's hand stands for and corresponds to. The
dreamer mentions that this dream buoyed her
for years thereafter and even helped her to deal
with the death of her eldest son. This tragedy
then led to new insight and comfort when she
made contact with her son in the spirit world.
"Wonderfully sustaining," is the way she describes this experience.
I feel I can therefore, with confidence of
being on the right track, conclude this reading
with some further extracts from Mrs. Estes' book
in the chapter titled: 'Finding one's pack: Belonging as blessing.' She w rites:
"Here is the promise from the wild psyche to
all of us. Even though we have only heard or seen
or dreamt a wondrous wild world that we belonged
to once, even though we have not yet or only
momentarily touched it, even though we do not
identify ourselves as part of it, the memory of it is
a beacon that guides us toward what we belong
to.... and for the rest of our lives," ....
And a last quote from page 191 :
"And now comes the most important part of
the story; spring comes, new life comes, a new
turn, a new try comes. The most important
thing is to hold on, hold out, for your creative life,
for your solitude, for your time to be and do,
for your very life; hold on, for the promise from
the wild nature is this:
After winter, SPRING ALWAYS COMES." oo
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Healing Messengers of the Night
by Noreen Wessling
Life was going great. It was hard to remember a
time when I felt healthier or happier. Then WHAM!
I went to Tai Chi class and got thrown across the concrete
floor by our Master, ending up with a whiplash,
egg-shaped bruises and wounded spirit.
As a 13-yearstudentofthe 'gentle' artofTai Chi, I was
astounded that it had come to this end. Our Master
apologized profusely, saying it was a gross misjudgment
of his Chi-Energy. "Chi" is the esoteric word for breath or
Life Energy. We were doing a Push Hands demonstration
together at the time and I barely recall being pushed.
I forgave him but didn't go back to class for six months.
Chi Force is a mighty force indeed. This event
happened on February 1, 1995 and was the beginning of
a most unexpected period in my life. My whole body
and psyche felt zapped for months, resulting in a
feeling of malaise which turned into pneumonia, topped
off with raging influenza. I knew I must be in bad shape
when my Franklin Planner lay empty for two months
while I matched it, lying around 'empty' of energy.
I was put on an' aggressive' program of antibiotics for
a month during which time I got sicker and sicker, with
continual fever, restless nights, nausea, terrible cough. I
wasted away to a skeletal 95 lbs, becoming limp as a
soggy noodle, scaring myself when I looked in the mirror.
The antibiotics felt as though they were almost
lethal to me and I unthinkingly kept taking them under
the AMA's allopathic curse of, "If you don't finish the
bottle, you will get ten times sicker." Now this advice is
true for some situations, but as I found out later,
I had viral pneumonia, so antibiotics were useless at best.
I finished the medication just slightly before it finished
Jtrtwqri(.{Jq Jolin !Monteiro

me ... then I 'fired' my doctor.
I switched to holistic doctors and began my slow but
steady road to recovery. As I write this 15 months later,
I'm beginning to birth a wider vision as to what these
experiences mean to my life. It feels like one of those
regenerations after a bout of 'dark night of the soul."
I'm writing this article as part of my own healing
process by 'pulling the pieces together' as a whole story,
yet my greater hope is that others can take heart and know
the powerful healing potential of their own dreams.
As I look back, I see that my dreams had a content
pattern to them reflecting each phase of my experience.
1. Precognitive/ warning dreams
2. Healing dreams
3 Recovery dreams
4. Return of energy dreams
5. Creative expansion dreams

What happened during this time was one of the
strangest, yet in retrospect, most life-enhancing periods
of my life, even though I almost died. Paradoxical indeed!
Next to the exceptional, loving care of my family and
friends, my dream life became a beacon of encouragement,
understanding and hope ... literally my life-line, when all
else was ominous, threatening and confusing.
If it hadn't been for my dreams during my illness, I
believe recovery would have been much more arduous.
Strangely enough, I rarely got 'd epressed. I even laughed
a lot and read 'stupid' romance-adventure stories and
inane funny books, like Naked Truth by Leslie Nielson---;
things I'd never 'waste' my time on otherwise, but which
I highly recommend for times of recovery ... or any time!
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Now to the dreams themselves:
A couple of weeks after my Tai Chi
WHAM, as !liked to call it, I had a
Pre-cognitive Dream while on holiday
in Mexico. It' s called Four Dead Cats,
(Feb. 16, 1995) in which my 4 cats get
run over by a car. One of my favorite
expressions while ill was "I feel like
road-kill." However; this dream also
had my Mum, as spiritual guide, plus
churches, so there was definitely a
higher purpose to what was conspiring beyond mere cat slaughter.
In March, before I got really sick,
my dreams were prolific, including
two dreams of the death of friends.
On March 15th I was diagnosed with
pneumonia. Instantly there came a
slew of dreams where I felt intimidated, immobilized, hurt, left-out. It
was a bad time!
Then, thankfully, the Healing
Dreams started. The dream, jesus is
Around, comforted me. Then came a
remarkable dream, Healing From Dr.
Mike, where I actually felt his 'real'
hand on my head and shoulder;
healing me. This was a true healing;
a real event as sure as I'm pounding
these words onto my keyboard.
When I told Dr. Mike about this
dream months later, he quipped,
"Well, how do I bill you for that?"
During this time, there were
numerous dreams suggesting that I
be patient and rest, rest, rest. What
else could I do! I was at my lowest
ebb, feeling abandoned, scared and
totally helpless. I remember looking
across the room to my bookshelf,
seeing all my New Age books about
creating Perfect Health and the like,
knowing that if I had the strength, I'd
have pitched every last one out the
window in disgust.
Just when hope was gone of
ever feeling good again, this
magnificent dream appeared:

'J{prun 'We5S{inJ1 (jrowinjf in 'Her {jartfen

shifts take time. " "Why is this
happening to me?" I implore. She
proceeds to tell me that I agreed
before birth to take this on 'when the
time was right' and the time is
NOW She explains further.
"It had to happen at a time in your
life when you were the strongest,
so you could sustain the jolt. It's all
about energy- your entrance into
the realm of more subtle and
therefore more powerful energies.
A quantum leap necessary for your
soul growth, yet also having
positive effect on others whose lives
mingle with your own ."
This was why I felt so healthy,
strong and happy when my Tai Chi
WHAM occurred. Tai Chi personifies
the use of subtle, powerful life energy
which I was 'privileged' to experience
first hand. The Master's force that
threw me was so subtle that I didn't
even feel it as a push. I was simply
pro-pelled backwards across the
room at an accelerating rate of speed
till I hit the wall.

Visiting the Angelic Realm
(March 25, 1995)

In this beautiful place called the
Angelic Realm, I chat with
the Angel Lady. I say, "I guess I'm
not doing too well am I?" She pats
my hair saying, "Don't be
concerned, Noreen, these energy
50 Dream NetworkNol. 15 No. 3

The Angel Lady continues,

"The times are such in your world
now that this la,el of refined energy
needs to be activated more fully and
you had agreed to be a part of this,
although the actual physical events
that would act as catalyst were not
to be known to you after birth. Your
memory was closed to this know-

ledge, because wondering when and
if IT were going to hit you, would
have slowed up the process. You
needed to be an 'innocent,' in order
to truly experience that dark soul
night and to know the feeling of
rebirth. Accept this as an initiation.
These purifying and explosive
happenings in your body are
absolutely necessary to clear your
system for the incoming new
energy. We Angels are
here to assure
you that the worst is over, so please
be patient. Your future dreams will
reflect these changes better than
anything. Look for added vivid
richness and dreams of greater
clarity with less need for
interpretation. You'll know. You
are deeply loved, never alone.
This dream profoundly moved
me. From that moment on, I knew I'd
make it. I knew my life would never
be the same again, for I perceived my
world through different eyes. I was
entering a realm of subtle power.
Even with all this inner encouragement, my health was tenuous, so I
was ove~oyed when a series of Recovery Dreams started. My favorite
was on April 2, 1995, titled,

I'm Re-covering
I'm in the hallway looking at
my cover on the cedar chest and
thinking how it needs to be redone,
replaced .. . something! It's so worn
out and colorless compared to its
once vibrant hues. I remember I
have some of the original bright
material in a drawer and as soon as
I'm able, I'm going to recover it so
it will be all vibrant again.
I even mustered enough energy
to get out of bed and find the material
that was in a box and still like new. I
laid it on top of the old, worn out one.
It took me two more months to get
the energy to sew it on. But actually
seeing this outer symbol everyday of
my own 'renewal,' was amazingly inspiring to me. I saw in this bright,
fresh material, my own emerging

vibrancy and new life.
Next came a fascinating
collection which I called Return of
Energy Dreams. These included
dreams where I'd first be watching
energetic people doing acrobatics,
exercising and the like. Then
eventually I would participate in
some movement, as in one dream
where I'm sitting in a child's walker
and it propels me around all over the
place, making me laugh. In another
dream, I am revving up the engine of
a fast, sporty red car However,
Mouse Sandwich (Ap-ril20, 1996),
says it with humor.

The doorbell rings and children
bring me beautiful flowers, then a
health-conscious man hands me a
Mouse Sandwich.
Of course, the mouse jumps out and
runs around.
By summer, the Energy Dreams
graciously made way for a series of
Creative Expansion Dreams which
delighted me no end. Lots of dreams
aBout large, beautiful houses, unexpected 'treasures,' and heightened
perceptions. Even dreams more
specifically about using my energies
in 'unusual ways,' with the
possibility of healing powers now
more at my disposal.
During this time, I had a memorable dream,

My New Treasure House
(July 3, 1995)
This occurred just as my new,
expansive, wonderful 7 Arts Studio
was being built. The synchronicity of
this event was not lost on me and I
knew then that my life was getting
ready for a level of creativity and
appreciation not previously experienced.

I'm in my home but it's
different. There is a secret door
behind one of my art pieces. I open
it and climb a circular staircase to
the attic. I'm excited. "What is up
here?" I wonder. There is a large
room with an expansive bay
window at the front. "Oh, great Art
Studio," I say with glee. Outside,

there is this beautiful wrought iron
gate, very ornate, that leads to a
lower part of my house that I've
never seen before. It's a well-lighted
basement that has the feel of a
museum and is open to the public.
The place is full of old treasures
which I know belong to me. There
exudes a warmth, a secret feeling of
excitement surrounding adventures
yet to be lived. All this in a place I
didn't know existed till now.
What a find!
By autumn, I was feeling much
healthier and it became important to
find ways to meaningfully integrate
what had transpired in the last eight
months. I got an idea. What if I
considered everything that had
occurred to me since the Tai Chi
Wham till now as One Big Dream?
What a plot! I decided to give it a try.
How clever to kick things off in this
story with something as dramatic as
being thrown by The Master, who
symbolized the wisdom behind the
subtle, yet powerful life-energy. He
was not a misguided ogre who
harmed me after 13 years of devotion
to Tai Chi. No, he was instead the
symbol of my readiness (albeit not
conscious!) to be thrown into new
awareness, new energy patterns.
Then along came the other great
archetypal cast of characters to play
out their cyclic roles- symbols of
radical breakdown, dark night of the
soul, death, followed by nothing less
than rebirth and regeneration. Not
bad for one storyline!
As a result of all this, where do I
stand now? What has changed? That
paradoxical phrase, 'nothing and
everything,' seems to fit. Most people
see the same old me, yet I know I
look at life quite differently now. I
even put my bed on the opposite
side of the room, symbolic of one
dream that told me, "Your life will
take 180 degree turn." It did. One
thing's for sure, I have immense
gratitude for simply being here. I'm
also more confrontative when
necessary, no longer putting up with
any crap. There's an eagerness, a
wildness about me that is willing to
be more spontaneous, even outrag-

eous at times. This feels great. I'm
more attuned to my body and it's
wisdom. My complete trust in a
cosmic source of intelligent goodness
beyond myself frees me up to access
all kinds of intuitive knowing, which
in turn allows me to glide more
calmly through whatever mischievIous ups and downs life has in store.
I'm convinced Goddess has an uproarious sense of humor.
Also, as a recovering controlfreak, there is now much less need in
me to try to make things happen and
more of a feeling of knowing that everything is just exactly as it needs to
be, so I tell myself, 'Noreen, just relax
and enjoy the show.'
My priorities have changed. For
example, the little things are becoming more important - like laughing
while playing 'itsy-bitsy-spider' with
my grandson, Alex -rather than
some big accomplishment like selling
a great art piece for mega bucks. Not
that I'm averse to the latter, you understand. It's just that each small step
in doing my art is where the real thrill
lives. And now that I have 7 Arts
Studio, this dream-place of a lifetime,
it's no wonder that I'm simply
bursting with creative ideas. Life has
never before been so rewarding.
As for Tai Chi, I've made a lot of
changes in how I approach this
discipline, which, now that I think
about it, is parallel to changes in my
life as a whole. No surprise! I go less
often to class, yet feel Tai Chi is more
'mine' now. I'll always have it, just as
I'll always have conscious access to
the energy it personifies. Do less,
accomplish more! Now when I do a
Push Hands demonstration with our
Master, I feel effortless, fearless and
strong, just as I feel, with increasing
frequency, in my life.
Thank you DreamSelf, devoted
companion, for being with me every
step on this wondrous journey. oo

Noreen has studied Tai Chi for 14 yeilrs and
will teach IT in her new 7 Arts Studio, home for The
Pines Dreilm Sharers. PleilSe address correspondence
to5429 Overlook Drive, Milford, OH 45150. Phone
(513) 831-7045.
email: Noreen FW@aol.com
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The Making Of a Dreamwalker
by Antara

The dreamtime is a treasured place of learning for me. It always has been. Like walking the
halls of incredible wisdom, and
entering rooms of experiences, all
custom made for you. A place
where deep, powerful rumblings
can emanate from the depths of my
being creating unusual experiences, foreign worlds, and strange
beings. In living color, with all senses alive and vying for my attention. Beyond limitations of the physical world, new abilities exist, time
travel happens, unique "Spirit
Jobs" await, Teachers and teaching
experiences are all awaiting my
interaction.
As a child - this intense world
was often overwhelming. It wasn't
until my 30's that I actually paid
full attention to the dreamtime.
They became so incessant, clear
and powerful that I had no choice
but to begin to record and decode
them. The ancestors were calling
me to my path, I had to listen. I had
to learn. For the longest time I was
insecure. My closest friends were
and are professional intuitives and
healers. Doing the comparison
dance, I felt blind, since I was unable to see visions, past lives, etc. as
they could. And deaf since I didn't
have wise guides speaking in my
ear revealing truths. Yes, I admit to
being a complete moron for not
realizing that these gifts and more
were easily accessible when I
closed my eyes each night. At this

point, it was still for me to discover
that my gift is being a Dreamer, a
Dreamwalker some say.
As I continued to honor The
Dream, I grew stronger. Nightly I
was given a metaphoric map with
missing pieces and jumbled words.
It was my personal challenge to pay
attention, remember, and then interpret the meaning. Over the years,
I developed the ability to differentiate between fear-based dreams
and those of truth,emanating from
the core of my being. I became able
to see the patterns and categories of
dreams I had - ranging from the
mundanely chaotic "too-muchpizza" dreams to unwanted entity
intrusions, time traveling dreams,
and the rarer initiation dreams.
Gradually I evolved from insecure to actually believing in myself, to knowing who I am and why
I am here. It is the dream who first
asked me, "Who are You?", tossing
the challenging glove down, daring
me to discover the answer.
Who is it that speaks to me,
who questions, tests, and encourages me, who directs, heals, and
gives me the next "clue" to decipher? Of course I know it is me in
many guises, however I also know
that in the dreamtime I am free to
encounter beings of many dimensions, different times, other worlds.
These beings are not me (sorry
Ph.D's). In this sense, these types of
dreams are better termed Soul
Travels.

In reviewing my years of dream
journaling, I see the progress of my
Spirit and growth in my awareness.
I have been led and given signs all
along the way. Direction, clean and
simple. Guidance, clear and precise.
Teachings of a 1,000 words all encapsulated in a single powerful image. Experiences that give me the
wisdom as if I had lived them in
the physical.
After I began to honor the
Dream, it all opened up. My growth
accelerated immensely. Now that
the Dreamtime guides knew that
they had my full attention, they let
me have it. They gave teaching after
teaching. Of course my educated
mind insisted I study the many
dream teachings out there, both
psychological and mystical, from
Jungian, to Eckankar and Casteneda. I brought my awareness to
these many bodies of work looking
for something to resonate with.
Not finding it fully, I let those
teachings go, and focused simply
on what was coming from my inner
worlds.
Now I realize that no one can
explain it fully, nor grasp it except
me, for these are my experiences.
There never will be one single authority who can validate my dream
experiences as valuable and real.
Now instead of looking for that, I
realize I would never want to give
that authority to anyone! Now instead of questioning and wondering, I know they are extremely
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valuable. There is no need for outside approval,
searching for validation. The validations come as life
unfolds and I see prophetic dreams become real, as
dream objects and people manifest in my real life, as
dream teachings remind me how to live in accordance
with my awn truth.
Healing Dreams are dreams that move your
awareness to a higher level, to a new level of beingness. The dream does not appear waving banners
saying, "Healings Here." You have to recognize it. The
healing can be spontaneous, noticed upon waking, or it
may earn its healing label after sitting with the dream
itself, to find its value. Rather like real life -experiencing it, then, in retrospect, you're able to eke out its
true value. Did it teach me something? Did I emerge
from the dreamworld with insights that shift my
outlook? Am I feeling better? And the answer is yes,
many times over.
The following healing dreams range from simple to
complex, but always the healing was real.

Weasel Healing
I'm happy for I have found my long lost pet weasel!
Quick, small, energetic and loving he is. My heart
rejoices. Little brown weasel is playful and feisty as it
wiggles around my legs, squeaking and joyous. I reach
down to pick him up and he begins to eat my hand.
He's so fast I barely have time to react. Then his mouth
opens and becomes huge and cavernous and he moves
closer to swallow all of me, starting with my head. As I
wake with a start, a voice continues on inside me
saying, "You are teaching in four dimensions." I then
got up and began my day noticing that my troubled
back and week long feeling of lethargy had disappeared.
I was incredibly energetic with a healed back. An ally
had come, an old healing friend in the form of a weasel,
to rekindle a relationship, to heal me. Always I'm
grateful for what I know to be real.
The Magic Healing Brew
I'm in a classroom with a Nun teacher and I leave the
room to enter an auditorium to attend a Native
American Dance ritual. After taking a seat, I notice
others as they arrive. There are Natives and
Caucasians dressed in native garb, also some children
with war face paint. I look to the stage and see a shield
by the podium with a dancing deer symbol. I think
about each person standing on stage, dancing like
animals. Thinking I may have to do this, I get nervous
and go back to the classroom. The Nun says, "What are
you doing here? Get back to the meeting!" So back I go.
Now a big Native leader is on stage. I take a seat again,
then notice that there is a room off to my right that
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people are entering and later leaving. A strong Native
woman with long dark hair emerges from that room
and says, "Who's next?" I find myself saying, "Me!"
feeling brave. I enter the room and notice lots of
children and other adults there to assist. In the center
of the room is a big pot of boiling brew with lots of
herbs and leaves. All the people leave me alone in the
room with the brew. I wonder, '11m I supposed to
drink this now?" At first I breathe in the aromatic
steam then finally drink some.
Next I'm laying on the floor, moving slowly in a
dream-like hallucinatory state,barely able to function.
I'm able to see a simple rag doll that's dancing around
me, animated with a life of its own. Now there are
women elders observing the doll and my reactions to
it. I realize the1J are interpreting the dance of the doll.
Suddenly, I have a knowing urge to grab the dancing
doll. So I muster the energy, pull it in and hold it tight
to my bosom, curling up fetally to protect it. This took
supreme effort and once I held it to my heart, I could
rest and let go, and sleep deeply on this floor. Waking
within the dream in the same room, I felt that I was
initiated, that I had "passed," and I was very happy.
My interpretation is that the Native way is my way to
healing, to wholeness, where I will gather in &
embrace my Spirit fully. And indeed this is what has
occurred.

Egyptian Temple Teachings
I am part of a group of people who are touring around
together. We arrive at steps leading up into a modern
Egyptian temple museum. Intuitively I know that this
is where many esoteric teachings are kept and taught.
Two dark-skinned Egtjptian men emerge from the
building, one is younger and thin, the other older and
large. From atop the steps they look over the group.
The large man singles me out and says, "You've got
the violet eyes, I can always recognize you by your
e1;es. You are the ones who . .. (this is blanked out in
the dream)." I tell him, "I couldn't hear that, could
you repeat it?" He does but the only other word I
catch is "Luther."
He tells me and one other person in the group to
follow him inside. The rest of the 15-20 people go off
around the side of the building with the other guide
while we go up stairs and inside to a waiting room.
We are both anxious and excited to see what's next. A
person approaches carrying a sample tray of colored
gemstone cabochons glowing with light. We are to
select the stone we prefer. I choose soft pink.
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with a hinged filigree top. Then an attendant escorts • ..Ill€. t£Xtp~p<)ris
to 1Je
betwee~
this
apd his : •
... .
. .
. . .. . . .
. . . . . . . .... . . . . •
you to a private room for healing. They almost gave me • rriifii&ter;d;isci}ssi!lgide¥ab(iut<ireaJi:is; h~alth~lld : <. > .·.~
· after • <·treatmerttthathave
the wrong color - hot fuschza· - but I get soft pmk
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·been
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·Chin<dor
· · · · · · · · · centuries:>>
· · · · · · · · · · · · •·•
correcti.ng them.
: ~~~rttm~:::28~tt~J~e©~~x~i:tr:~;~g6~:Gf
I don t remember the healmg, but after I return to the ·t
f red r · th d
tS
·

::

.

ailia.Jogu¢

traditiortalin

sage

m: :

I

~~~~::~;l:/!~~::~d
:~~~r~ft;~:s;~~~;~na ~··• la]~%t~ific~~~:££s~Z.~1i~~'~i~P~~8asa·
· · · -: ·~•
between two men. Both are agile and excellent
biings
poosibly
'~yciiig;'';d:lsharinony

diseas~and

death~ ~~ny

· There are several· obstacle areas set up, sand •• >w~terriers
idea >
thatYang<is·>the>
warrtors.
< >>are>now<a<«!uaintect
< <with
> >the<
.. <•••
0
pits, cav~s. Tools & wea~ons are tucked ~way and you : rn~:1v~~bt~J()rct~t1!e~~~~~~tJfi~~:~~~ ,re ( ) :

<6wers : •
X <:

must dzscover them whzle you are battlzng. Thetj are • ~tt6rtiiit< t6 this ttadi~6n Drte rtitist ii.ave these tw.8
well-matched and the good guy (the visitor) wins. : fnbal~nc~
> '<>>
A iil th~ id~a to dt~ariis for exa~ le the anciehi .....
Now zt s my turn. PANIC.~ woman war~tor.enters : Chlne~:s~id~hatdreain{>f'\vadih< thri)ti >h >i¢atw~tetii
the arena and c~mes runnmg_ after me wzeldmg a. • which cause bad fears: ili.dii:ate thaf'~ iri isgn!rishin .Jiz
•••
sword. I have nothmg so I run, ;ust to get away, J'•eelzng •••·•····•< ·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•····that
·•·•·•···•·•·•·•·•·•·•·•···•·•·•· •·•·•·~·•·•·•· r·•· · ·•·•·~·•·• ··,•·•·•·•·•·•·g ·•murzh
·•·•·•<·•·•··•·•••
cowardly, then I realize I mu~t use my .wits and t~ink, : fluid is presel1t th~ bl)ay (tQ() !lltkh .Yil1) and there is a l~ck ::
look around for weapons. Hmts are gwen to me m a • of $~ffki¢ntvitii;leriergy (too litt~ )ia)tg). P~aming of ugrt!at •
calm voice by guidance internally. Mainly I avoid • fil:i!s ~hi<'~b11I11 aJ1i:f ca{it¢riZe:' waJi}h()!lglittq reyeaJ. th.it( : ••
· untz·1 I return tot he cave to fi' nd a weapons •• >''·an·
fire indiCate<
fi ghtmg
Y .g:.iS floiirishin g:<"This
>·.·.·. ·.·means
·.·.·.· .·.·.·that
·.·.< dreams
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.< of
·.·.·.·.<·.·.
·.·.· ·.·. ·.· .<· ••
·
· ·
the boo ··· rocesses are
dr a d overactive(tob much····· ····· ·
cache. I pull o~t a for~ed knife and plunge zt m ~er : cin>). ~Ken >.ri arid ari <'ar?b8thfl~llrishin< th~~~~ie } .!
solar plexus- thzs part zs unreal as the fork doesn t go • •dY .•.• s.•·• · ~·• ·•·•·•hi)'lh<b·.....t.h<yf« · ~· »d< «tr< »» >d··<ki
< ·1<g,·•• ·•·••d. ·•·•••h
. <<· ·•
1
in,she's not hurt, but the battle is over and I have won. : C>thiir. uFiJ1Iri¢ss.ofthti luti>,, w~sbelieved tC><:a~se drea"ih~ t>f :
Comments: I have discovered that the violet eyes mean • ~sarrowand wee iii. ;" D~arns offl in were associated •• : ••
an ancient Egyptian sisterhood. Rose quartz is the : ~ith a ufi()t1rislU~ {i~p~rp~lse/w~le~recirns of faliin~( / :
energy that heals me. I have. everything need to
:}n~i~~f~f~l~tt~~1:;w~~~t:~·:Wd i~ ~~ ~ t~
engage any confrontatiOn to my bemg.
: modemW:e~terners when the are
•

I

•

•

<< <i <

>•:

Th1s means in·dreams ofexcess1ve water•md1cate·too

hot

.· reams·mw·c·· o··orces es oy an · · orwaun ·eac ·.- ·

<} :

1
recasti!ta:ni.ilia{tenns>>
:

!

How strangely wonderful to decode oneself, to
••:th~·· ~colrietittiie ~orn -• reil~ilrrbte;lh~~e airea:d•••Iri~ti6ri~ii:
unlock ourselves as one would a treasure. Isn't it the
:> tii.~lc~iifirit~s~~t¢h~Jfotiriill~¢i; h~v¢6~J.~i&i¢am~ :• :
perfect paradox that in order to awaken, you must
(lri
among h~a~
wJi~e
sleep and remember. It's all there. Look at it. Don't run. : water retention iS excessive (cirwhei:i ,;yin is fiOiirishing:;); :•:
Face it! Jump into it. Talk to it. Now I see that dreams • We lliayHnd hidderiill~uchan<:ietit texts vaJI.lable
<:"::•
are my allies and teachers. Now I see that the perfect : irtfi>rrt\atiQrtfor mcxi~rt1 me~kiri~:
m~ntor, guide, and "Fairy Go~mother" t~at everyone • J 11 Veii~, Th~Y~]ov:i Ernp~rpr'~ Classi~ 6fJDt~~;Mggj~ 0~ ::•
wtshes they had does extst. It ts the totality of the
• Berkei~ : Uiilv~liit <ott~fifornl~ Press 1949:Tilis b60k's
> •••
dream world!
211
Myhighereducationshallcontinueeachnightfor :
zaVeit~·P.) 63
<<> >> :

e>ot(irowning grea:twaterS)

patients

:•
•••

< > < : ::
ia
: ·c~i~s/:titleistlvdrii!J.lli~!1Higv~¢u,•:······•••••••••••• • ••••••••••:•········ -:

I am ~n e~emal student, explorer of ~he Great My~tery,
reachmgmto the unknown and pullmg out reahttes,
like bunnies from a starry hat.
I'll see you in the dream time . . . oo

• ·•Rept·inted with permission from Pattida·Garileld; ·Pk D. from· her book • •·••

• :rhfiful.i~liitl2i:eiun~hni es forint
fin~ ,
<••
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• Qiil~iore~eall!lilifuij)~tfi ::;lemi§ ~'S:iburr~~
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~r ·iiioieHelCi ·g:be~ttii.
· iiiii~~:\·
... . . ..,. AFi~idei3~k·
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... . .... )'• .siiili:iil&•
. . . . . . .••••••••••••·•·•·
...... e
• Schuster; NYd9.91 ......... . ... .... .. ... • . • • • • • • • • • • ·
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BOOKS ON THE
FRONTIER OF
SCIENCE
INTERDIMENSIONAL PHYSICS
The Mind & the Universe
Ruth Norman & Charles Spaegel
A most compelling statement of
the new science of
cosmology and
the physics of
consciousness that
will have a global
impact in science,
politics, and
religion.

__

• . •• :developing some of these ancient ideas about a dre;iiner's awat¢n¢S$of:::•:•:•:•:•
1

~· • • rtw1:tzk,::~w:~d!c!ii:,"tl!~~~::.~~=r@;:.:~.~ .• • • •·•~

patie~~1!M:t~~:~:~;[fj;·~i~ !i~;tr~~~)!nW:tJ!~%~Jr·· · · : : :· =
• < tooth and skiri roblems to brain tumolli>He i:iofed that90. ercerttofthese
: .•.• drearns w~reefi~lllel)' ll~pleasilnl;only 54~e~ento(in~J> hoiiev¢r,•·············:
1

: ••.•

>••

THE VOICE OF VENUS
Ernest L. Norman
This book has set
in motion a great
wave of transformation by raising
the curtain of
man's consciousness, thus enabling him to recognize and perceive
the continuity of
life after the death
of the physical
anatomy!
197 pgs. illustr.
Cloth
Softcover

..:.:···········At
. ... ··································
······························································•···
•·•·:::::·· ···········
least orie co!lterr1p<Jrary researcheriil the Sl)viet ················•
lJni(Jnis··············· ··········=
: ••• •~~~~fu:ii:i~~rt~~fe~ih~e~;J~~~~~f~:ii~ J~~T~~~is assista~i •••••••• ·=
• ·· ••are reported:to have saved many lives by usirig drea!Ils to diagnose •··•·: ·: ··•. •·•:•:-

$36.95 10 illustr.
Cloth
320 pgs.
ISBN 0-935097-15-5

$19.95
$14.95

..· · .··. .~~~~~~..........................
·· · · · · · · · ~~·~··
·· · · · · · ··. ~~~~~~~~
.......................
. ......... . ............··. .....
· · ·· · ··•·•· · .· ·. ·.·..· '·. .·
:(< > : • 'I'Ile fl~~illg l'ol\T~t~(I)f~~ri: :•• /< >::
:• ::<<•> ><··.·.·.·.·.••· ......... • R1l~siil11
l:)r¢~m Piilgn()sis •.. : •.:. · >><•\ ·:
PatricioGatfield>Ph.D. • ·
::::;:: •••••:.

ISBN 0-932642-00-4
ISBN 0-935097-33-3

• ·• · ~ntilineda¢t~lillphysl¢alsensiltlonsofp<iin: Th¢amountC)fd~ilmingand : •:•:•
: •. ·• ~~ti;!t~~ac:Jii~b~f~~t~~1a~~~;~::~~!e£mt~~~~1'~J~~~~~;f~c~iia• ••• •••• :

: •· fewe~:f~~2~~~~~1~:U!~:~i~:~~~~~~\~~~~;~~~t~~lln~ >
:

: •· !~f:i~~ft~~ntl;:;~~~~~lM~t~~~~~c:MY;f@~~~t~~~s~t;ir;n~~e •!
• <

patienfr:ffover'ed• The qualityofthese charig€5 iri dreiun content diff:ei-ed> ••••

: .••• !~~~~~:s~t~?~~;at~f~~~t:~~,n~eg,~n:~ci%;M~:sdt~~[t~lfpfat~a~t~~ •••• :

:• •·••frighteningieveri
•,rt~;~· ~:~!~aitd~!~~~
7n~ot€~~~1th~ Wnset
riighfrnarish::They ;indtided.visual

of a disease G.ere ••.•.•••.••••• :. :••••••..• ::
s(:eile5ofv,rar; fire, ••••••• ••:::: •••. fightin~artd beirtg w{)undeti or experiencing damage to the part of the ········ .··•:
• •••: bodyaffe<:ted by the disorder; Blood, raw me<it; corps.es; graves; dirt; •••••• •••••• •••••

: • :•:f~1:Ji~~~::~s~~e~~~~'. 6f:o~~~~~~~~hft~!~Jj!~~~;~~f~t~~f'" ••••••••••••• :

• . •Joneliriess..or terror were {)ftenpresent The clrearnsweiEfourid.t{J pari}llel: ···••

THE LAST INCA, ATAHUALPA
Ruth Norman & Charles Spaegel
In 1535 a small
band of Spaniards
conquered the Incas
in Peru. In the
present century both
conquerors and vanquished have met
again, to face each
other and to face
the karmic wounds
of their past. Their
encounter has begun
a healing process
that demonstrates
the healing potential
of Past Life Therapy.
ISBN 0-935097-18-x
$21.95
Cloth
illustr.
308 pgs.

Available through your favorite
distributor or directly from

UNARIUS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE
Call: 1-800-475-7062

: •.• ~~~~~~f:s {hSiy%~~~s%~~;:J~iR:d~~Jik~t;:d~J1:~1~n~~~t~t. · · · :
0
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• • area: With l'riore seriousa:fflietioris ·the dream coiltellt wasdriunatkand ·• •••••• ••••
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THE BEAT

I~::~magina{StUtfies

OF A THOUSAN D DRUMMER S

_
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Present-day
philosophers,
prophets and
poets, authors,
artists and
musicians
share their
thoughts with

The Institute offers
M.A. and Ph.D. program s in psycholo gy
designed to meet the educational requirement s
for the State of California's
Psychologist and MFCC Licenses

refreshing
$14 for 4 quarterly issues.
openness as
$51 sampIe.

they travel
Send pre-paid orders and address to: their intuitive
lEW IIOUGIT JOURIAL paths.
2520 Evelyn Dr.
Kettering, OH 45409
Telelfax: 513-293-9717
email: NqMag@aol.com

Curriculu m draws on Spiritual Tradition s, Somatic Discipline s,
Mythology , Indigenou s Wisdom and Expressiv e Arts.
Learning Communit ies meet one weekend per month for nine months and
one week in the summer, allowing time for work and family commitme nts.

Financial Aid is available.

47 Si~fiStreet, Peta[uma, CJL 94952 - (707} 765-1836

·Concepts Magazine
1853 North Raymond Av I Anaheim, CA 92801

"Bridging the Gap Between Spirituality & the Workplace"

Some Concepts Authors Include:
Deepak Chopra I Louise Hay I Alan Cohen
Barbara DeAngelis I James Kavanaugh I Betty Bethards
Lee Jamplosk y I Stuart Wilde...just to mention a few

Some Tapics Include:
Develop Your Innate Psychic Power I Feng Shui In Action
Success Is Your Right I Prosperity Is A Five Letter Word I Insights
Astrology As A Tool For In-Sight I Meditation Techniques
Body lAnguage Tells ... I Book & Music Reviews I Poetry Corner
Relationships & Communication I Reflexology for Health

CRIBE NOW- $18 per year
for a free sampmr~ or
subscribe by phone ~;ing
Visa/MC. $1 yr $18, 2 yrs $32.
P 0 Box 641 Dream
Point Arena, California 95468
707-882- 2052 fax 882-2793 .

Copy Available - $4
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WINTER SEMINAR

i~=Y !tJ.!~~~%t:~~%/i//!
0

Light & Darkness

::~ella~:::~w:;t;t~~0.it~i~::::::::

january 7 - I 8. 1997

suMMER SEMINAR

11 ! C:tim1,1~tPli~hiiPwP~l.;.:;ni t.fp •:• •••:•.•l·~ single dream or over severar:•:•:• ......... :.

........
.........
............

The C~cle of Life

.......

july 29 -August 8. 1997

:.

>:·:::•

These seminars offer opponunites for rmensrve
study of analytical psychology. with time for
reflection and recreation. Faculty are internationally
known European analysts and scholars.

.::::::•

......

For further itiformation please contact:

.. . .................• . ................

JUNGIAN SEMINARS
190 Westbrook Road
Essex. Connecticut 064 26. USA
860/767-3533 or 8001258-3533
Fax 860/767-2746 ·Email jungsems@aol.com

:
•
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If ......
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. ...... < .. _ ... : J:i•
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:·; ..........

................ , ....
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'I>re.atns••••
Allegorical Stories af
Mystic Import

........

:...
.....::::::
::::: ..
..........
...........
...
.........

. . ..

Authoc/Publisher: Charles de BeerUmtentweni. South Africa

..............

•...•

'Ibis book has received very favorable
reviews, intematio.nallyin lJreturJ
.Nnror.CJour.ul, AermetrH ofC.pe
lbWZl Lodge, laatr !pice Df6'e.st IUld tile
SdJoal ofCo.azazutzialio.o Teduzolc

.........
....•
.·.·.··•

\\\ i j[t~,~~J~ : :o -~~~~;;: i
1

DREAMS

••. •.:.:.:. Ashh! :'s dieamWas:tilled wUh.

D~

...-....- •~~tnc- •

the Soul; P~i:V~ N~ti,iralf~: Ori Breatll; •.. :... :.. ••

~=~~:"J1~t·~~!:&-. ~-~~;!:t;.C:~t;~: / :

•

.: T~¢t¢ ~¢~ : tW:o : ~u~nt itriages: :::· .
:<~~~t~· *n<f'?~oia~" A~h¢St •~as

<. <

• iri¢rit(<).n¢d odm •Ued thr¢¢ times bi •

$===:d~ 1~p1i!Tut~~~:~w
Ma.b, UT 84532
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SPECIAL EVENT!

to en ha nc e Dream Ne tw or k

A § nnce; Wl n: A Till~ n:n em Wl
, we have
Thanks to john Perkins & june Eggler of Seattle WA
Dream Network
acquired an extra Rare Collection of all issues of
efit our
that have been published since january, 1982. To ben
ongoing efforts, we offer this treasure up via auction.
Bid din g sta rts @ $400
15th.
We will acc ept 'Bids by Mail' thr oug h Nov.

Su bm it you r off er Today!
to: Dream Network journal
PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
or em ail to: DreamsKey@sisna.com
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is Wea ving the Wa y in Cyberspace
on the Internet's Wor ld Wide Web!
••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• •••••
• Visit our Home Page @

http: //ww w.hm tp.co m/ne wI drea m/drea m.ht ml
and • Learn of ON's Histo ry and Evolu tion
• Read Articles from Back Issues
• Check our Index of Articles from 1982- 1990
• See the contents of our booklet, the
Art of Dreamsharing and Developing Dream Groups
• SUBSCRIBE! Purch ase Back Issues, Gift Subscriptions
and the Booklet.. .. OnLine!

••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••

We will be publishing articles on
the 21st Century Renaissance @

http ://ww w.d awn 21.c om
and offer you the oppor tunity to Adver tise your products and
services at a site currently visited by 8,800 readers each week!
(Contact us@ (801) 259-5936 or
Email: DreamsKey@sisna.com for more information)

••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••• ••••

We will soo n be feat ured gue sts on

Dre amLin k
@ http: //ww w.ia g.ne t/-hu tchib /.dre am
along with many excellent Dream Resources:
Dream Wheels, Key Word Search, the JOURNAL, a Quest ion
& Answ er section and Reviews!
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*Re gion al Netw orke rs/D ream Con tact Pers ons*

We are grateful to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources
available to you via the
willingness of these Contact persons/ Networke rs. All are committed to the value of dreams;
each has their own area of
interest and/ or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropria te resources
to meet your needs. Most are available
to answer questions from any calleJ; regardless of location.
Some Networkers have special conditions, such as times they are available for phone conversat
ions. Please respect each
individual 's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume
that you can call at anytime and that
you may get an answering machine. When leaving a message on a long distance call, expect
a collect call in return.
~

Charles de Beer PO l!ox 598
Umtentweni 4235, South Africa
Dream "Readings" via written
correspondence to above
address. Worldwide
ALASKA
Susan Fredericks 907/983-2324
Jungian, Dream Groups, Info
Skagway, Stale of Alask<
Tima Priess
907/479.6553
Animals, Dreams & Trauma
Near Fairbanks
Billie Jo Secrist 907/789.2669
General Resources & Info
Juneau
CALIFORNIA
Bay Area Dreamwork ers Group
(BADG)
415/ 827-4663
% Ana Marie Fortin
Info & Resources on Regional
Networking for Dreamworkers
Patricia Keelin 707/762-4445
Lucid / DreamLight
Northern California
Marcia Lauck 408/264.4970
Dreams & Consciousness
SF Bay Area / USA
Novato Center for Dreams
Jill Gregory, Director
Prefer M-F lOam- lOpm
415/897.7955 or 415/898.2559
Extensive Dream Resources
San Francisco Bay Area, CA
Ruth Sacksteder 510/549.2162
Lucid Dreaming
7- 9 p.m. Pacific Time SF, CA
CANADA
Jan Janzen
Box 437, Tofino, B.C. VOR 2ZO
Lucid, hypnogogic, Tibetan
Written communication only
Canada/ International
Suzanne Nadon 519/371.6060
Creativity & Lifestyle, Jung
Ontario/Native Community
FLORIDA
QNI..lNli Dream Link 407 I 869.8111
Linton and Beck Hutchinson
email: hutchib@iag.nel
FRANCE
Joseph Natuzzi Ph: 93-97-39-81
Riviera Dream Group
Nice France 06000
I01563.2755@com puserve.com
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GEORGIA
Walt Stover 404/565.6215
General Resources, Pre-Cog
SouthEastern Stales
GERMANY
Michael Schredl (06 21) 1703-0
Generai info/ resources, groups
Preferred language, German
6pm - 7pm Mon-Fri ·
Germany, Austria & Switzerlan d
HAWAII
Frances Ring 808/637.9241
Dream Art, Cnslr. Info & Groups
Hawaiian Islands
ILLINOIS
Gail Arrenholz- Roberts
630/365-0771
Dream Groups, Creativity
Saint Charles Area, IL
INDIANA
Phil Schuman 219/422.5133
General resources, researcher
State of Indiana
KANSAS
Steve Carter 316/263.8896
General Resources & Groups
M/Th / Fr eves; Sal. p.m.
Kansas/No . Oklahoma
MARYLAND
Sherie Healey 410/465-0010 or
1-800-235-8097 Anytime
Dream Groups, General Info
State of Maryland
MASSACHUSETTS
Edith Gilmore 508/371.1619
Lucid, General, Groups
Early evenings
Boston/MetroWest MA
Dick McLeester 413/772.6569
General Resource;
G.reater New England / W.MA
Karen Surman Paley 508/887.5090
Survivors of sexual abuse /
Multiple Personality Disorder
8- 9 p.m. EST
U.S.A.
Father Jose;Jh Sediey 508/8428821
Pastoral dr~ amwork/ 12 Step/
Spiritual & Emotional Growth
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
State of Massachusetts
MICHIGA N
Judy White-O'Brien 616/353.7607
Holistic Therapies & Dream Groups
Michi2an
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MINNESOTA
Jaye C. Beldo 611/827.6835
Dream Democracy I Integrative
Dream Narration-- Evenings
Upper Midwest
Mary Flaten 507/663.1269
General Resources & Groups
State of Minnesota
MISSOURI
Dean· McClanaha n 417/491.4508
General, Jung, UFO
Springfield / State of Missouri
Rosemary Watts 314/432.7909
General resources, Creative!
St. Louis & State of MO
MONTANA
Anita Doyle/ 406/542.1475
Workshops / ongoing groups
Montana
NEW HAMPSHIRE
· Charlotte Bell 603/529.7779
Gen. Preparation for Death
5 - 11 p.m. New Hampshire
NEW JERSEY
Valerie Melusky 609/921.3572
General Info & Groups
PA / NY/ NJ
NEW YORK
Allen Flagg 211/532-8042
Kilton Stewart's Senoi
Dream Education
New York City & Tri Stale Area
Jennifer Borchers 212/683.5677
Recovery from childhood abuse,
healing male I female relations
Evenings & weekends
NY/NJ / CN, esp. Five Boroughs
Harold Ellis 516/796.9455
Gen.Resources, Dream drama
NY/NJ
Leon VanLeeuwen 211/888.0552
General Resources, groups
NY, NY
NORTH CAROLINA
AI Phillips 704/553.9508
General Info & Resources
NO & SO Carolina

QHlQ
Noreen Wessling 513/831.7045
General Info & Groups
Ohio
Margaret Hooton 614/885.0823
General Resources & Groups
Ohio State

Micki Seltzer 614/267.1341
General Resources & Groups
Evenings
Ohio State
OREGON
Ingrid M. Luke 503/867.6899
General Info & Resources Pacific
Northwest I OREGON
E. W. Kellogg III 503/535-7187
Lucid dreaming/ Dream Healing
E-mail: DoctorStrange@msn.com
In terdimensional I Oregon
Fred Olsen 503/286-9949
Dream ReEntry/H ealing
Oregon
Graywolf Swinney 503/476.0492
Dreams & Consciousness
International /NW States
PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO
Mena Potts, Ph.D. 614/264.4444
Experiential Dream Groups &
Parapsychical dreams
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Central PA / N.E. Ohio
TENNESSEE
Gary W. Bilbra 615/792-1272
General Resources/ Dream Group
State of Tennessee
~

John Ashbaugh 806/655.9738
General Info & Resources
Texas

liTAH
Ruth Hoppe 801/583.1405
General Resources & Groups
Early eves
No. UT / WY I 10
Roberta Ossana 801/461.9003
General Resources & Groups
Four Corner
WASHING TON
Bob Coalson 206/582.1467
Nightmares, Senoi, Sandplay
Pacific Northwest
Judith Picone 206/745.3545
General Resources & Groups
N.W. ID / MN / WA
Lee Piper 206/659.0459
General Resources / Native
Pacific NW / 10/ MN
David Sparenberg 206/323.2115
Shamanic, General Info
Pacific NW / BC Canada / 10
WASHINGTON D.C.
Rita Dwyer 703/281.3639
General Resources, Groups
Metropolitan D.C. area

We encourage readers to submit articles focused on
dreams and mythology-with complementary graphics or photoswhich will be empowering for our readers. We accept
articles ranging from experiential to scholarly accounts and
ask you to share techniques and insights from experiences
with effective, creative dreamwork in our Dream Education/
Art of Dreams haring Section .
We invite your Questions and accounts of personal
Writing
Vol7 No.1 - Dreams as Initiatio ns > Dream
experience involving dreams, from workable methods,
>Share d Dreami ng> Safe Sex & the Erotic Dream
transformative experience ... to informal sharing, synchronVol9 No.1- Making Dreams Real > Shapes of the
icity, or insight gained in groups and therapy.
Future > Three Perspectives on Dream Groups
Your Questions, Explorations and Opinions are welcome
Vol 9 No. 4 - Dreams as Gatewa ys to the Other Side: for our Responses/Letters to the Editor column.
Explori ng dreams in which those who have died appear
We encourage you to list dream groups forming or
needing new members, dream related research requests and
> Intervie w with Arnold Mindell > Turning Crisis into
to notify us of quality dream related events, services or
Opport unity > It's Never Too Late!
which would be of interest to the readership.
are
books
Nightm
Vol 10 No.1 -Heali ng the Child Within >
sidebars and quotes are always welcme.
Related
>
n
Childre
with
ork
Dreamw
Help for Childre n > Doing
double-spaced manuscripts are essential,
itten
Typewr
Bringing Dreams Back to Christianity > A Family Honors
words. (We prefer both hard copy and
2000
mately
approxi
Dreams > The Resurrection and the Life
ions.) Reproducible black and white
submiss
disk
computer
Vol 11 No. 1 - Men's Dreams
& photos are welcome; photocopies are
work
art
original
Vol 11 No.2 -Wome n's Dreams
acceptable. Please include SASE with submission and/or
Vol 11 No. 3 - Relatio nships: Mature Relationships:
request for guidelines.
Symbolic, Cogniti ve & Cultura l Reflections on a Dream
Dream Network journal reserves the right to edit all
Vol 11 No.4 -Andro gyny: The Union of Opposi tes
material submitted for publication. Dream Network obtains
Warrior > Star Wars > Crop Circle Mysteries
first North American serial rights only. All copyrights revert
in
Fish
Insects,
Birds,
es:
to author I artist after first publication, with proviso that
Vol 12 No. 2 - Creatur
Starting
of
ure
will be available for future anthologies of Dream
Advent
material
The
>
Sunrise
Heron
>
Dreams
Networ k material.
Your Own Dream Group> My Lord Who Hums
>
Dreams
in
s
Crystal
&
Vol 12 No. 3 - Flora, Stones
(/J)fF
~
[[)) fF~ rDJ1lf)fl
Invitati on: A Dream Tree Odysse y > The Dream Poet &
Creativ e Writing > The Thing with Leaves > You Meet
the Nicest People in Your Dreams
Vol. 12 No. 4 - Water, Earth, Air & Fire in Dreams >
Intervie ws with Russell Lockha rt & Brant Secund a >
§!JrJ@11!~ 1/@1J111f l.J))1f~@11Ml~
Jeweled Medicine Wheel > Probing the Depths
Vol 13 No. 1 - Cross Cultura l Perspec tives > Senoi
With a Uniq ue & Grow ing
Dream Theories > Guide to Children's Dreams >Chaos!
Drea m Com muni ty
Vol 13 No. 2 - More Cross Cultura l Perspec tives
Herbal
g
Learnin
>
ON V15#2/ 3 1996
ime
Dreamt
nal
> Austral ian Aborigi
$
Chaos!
>More
Inyanga
scrl!b~ N@Wi $
lu
§1Jil!b
Kwa-Zu
/
$
~
Dreams
in
Healing
please!
Vol 13 No. 3 - Native Americ anViews > I Send a Cry
only,
1-800-861-3732 Subs
> Coming Full Circle > Four Lions, the Healer
or on the Web: http://www.hmpt.com/dream.html
Vol 13 No. 4 - Dumuz i's Dream > The Phenom enon of
VISA / MC / AmEx Accepted
Extrate rrestria l Dreams > Sharing Childre n's Dreams
- Subscription & Gift Rates Vol 14 Nos. 1&2 - Dreaming Human ity's Path $10
$19.95 for new Subscri bers
Protect ing the Childre n > Dream Cyclops: Exploring
$16 for an additio nal Gift subscri ption
the Archety pes in Children's Dreams
Passage
of
Rite
a
as
/ Mexico, Add $8/Foreign, Add $16
pse
Canada
Apocaly
Warnin g Dream s>
of
VtSions
:
Path
Postage. (U.S. Funds, please.)
ity's
Class
Human
First
ing
for
-Dream
3
No.
14
Vol
Guidan ce > Signs & Wonders in the Sky > Walking with
NAME_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ ____
my Shadow > Psychic Dream? Be Careful Who You Tell!
Beyond
Path:
ity's
Human
ng
Dreami
Vol 14 No.4ADDRESS _____ _____ _____ _____ _______
the Veil - Whispe rs and Murmu rs > Dreams as Exceptional Human Experience > The Release of Transformative Energy into Collective Consciousness
CITY /ST /ZIP_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~I
ng
Dreami
nty:
Commu
Inspired
Dream
Vol 15 No. 1 (Please use additional sheet for multiple & Gift subscriptions).
in
Alive
is
nity
Commu
of
Spirit
The
>
NY
,
in Dundee
Dream Groups > Dreami ng Online
$5.95 each; Quanti ties limited .
Allow 6 - 8 weeks for deliver y or
send $1.50 per issue for first class P&H.
(All Volume s not listed in sequen tial order are
Sold Out. Write for reprint informa tion.)

lk
--- --- --- --- --- ,
JNf ftf!j]})

Cele brat e Eve ry Day
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"Working With Dreams"
Weekly Ullman-style Dream Study
Tuesday s 7:30- 9:30 Contact
David Pitkin Ph: 518.885-2095
Ballston Spa, NY
Ongoing Dream Group
Meeting with Network of people in the
State of Alaska.
Contact Susan Fredricks
Ph: 907.983.2324
STANLEY KRIPPNER & INGRID
KEPLER MAY. Drawing from dream
interpret ation & other systems. Wed. &
Thurs.: 7:30-9pm. Berkeley, CA.
Ph:510.526.2900
CYNTHIA KOHLES, M.S .W.
Dream Group, Thursday evenings.
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA.
Ph: 707.526.2500
Bay Area LUCID Dream Group

In this group, we promotes selfdiscover y via understa nding the
special language
and imagery of dreams.
Manhatt an & Westchester. Call
914.674.1213 Elizabeth Howell, Ph.D.
Exploring inner worlds through lucid
dreaming? Weekly study group. No
fee. Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st
St., Hamilton , Ontario Canada L8V
2T3 Phone: 416.383.5743

Dreamsh aring Network
Serving Metro NYINo. NJ areas.
For information write: PO Box 8032
Hicksville, NY 11802-8032
or Ph. 516.796.9455
New discussion group starting for
committed lucid dreamers to share
experience. No fee. Philadel phia PA
Ph: 215.879.6040
Dream worksho p of the Theosophical
Society in Miami & So. Florida.
To encourag e the study & interpretation of dreams for psychological &
esoteric purposes . No fee. Facilitators:
Sy Ginsburg & Angie Hall. Meets
Wed. I 12 Noon@ Theosophical
Society, 831 S. Federal Hiway,
Deerfiel d Beach, FL 33441
Ph: 305.420.0908
New dream group in New York, NY!
No fee. Contact Jennifer Borchers
at 212.683.5667
Drearns haring on Internet !
From internati onal dreamsh aring
to scientifi c articles to support and
discussi on groups, if it is about
dreams, it's on-line. For info, send
email address to RCWilk@ml.com
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New Group Forming
for Experien ced Dream Workers
Psychoth erapists, Jungians , Etc.
Self led. No fee. Berkeley, CA
Contact Mary Hugh Embry 510.548-0915

"Hearts prings" Dream Group
Sundays 4 - 6p.m. No Fee
Nashvil le, TN Ph: 615.792.1272

•· ··• ;: :I'R~IIIOOII II~IIII~IIII

For committed lucid dreamers of all levels
of accomplis hment and experience.
Monthly meetings on Sunday P.M. No fee.

Berkeley. CA location.
Contact Ruth Sackstede r
Ph: 510.549.2 162

Pacific Northwe st Center for Dream
Studies. For 16 years offering Jungian
oriented, ongoing dreamgr oups,
individua l dreamwo rk, seminars &
training. Contact Dir. Kenneth Kimmel
@206.447.1895. Seattle, WA
Maplesto ne Dream Group
Meets every Monday night. No fee.
Phone Suzanne Nadon at 519.371.6060
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada
PEGGY SPECHT Dream group meets
every Wed. 7:30pm in No. Toronto
Canada No charge to attend
Ph: 416.251.5164
Wichita, KS Dream Group
Contact: STEVE CARTER
550 West Central #1404
Windsor at Barclay Square. Fridays
No fee. Phone: 316.263.8896
I have created a model for dreamwo rk
supporti ng 12-step program s. If
interested in hosting a meeting in your
area. Contact WAYNE McEWING
2 Melrose St. 4th Fl.
Boston, MA 02116 Ph: 617.482.2051

Dream Netwo rk Vol. 15 No. 3

Drearnsh aring!ex ploration . Meets
every other Monday evening.
Open to all approach es. No fee.
Albany, NY area. Julia L. Hammid
Ph: 518.274.1278

NEW ENGLA ND CONTACT
Greater Boston I Cambrid ge area.
Write or Phone Dick McLeester
@ New Dream time,
PO Box 92 Greenfie ld, MA 01302
Ph: 413.772.6569
EDITH GILMORE
Egalitarian dream study & interpret ation group meets monthly in my home.
No fee. 112 Minot Rd.,
Concord , MA 01742
Ph: 508.371.1619
Creativity Dream Workshop
Contact SHERRY HEALY
8101 Main Street,
Ellicott City, MD 21043 No Fee
Ph: 410.750.1211 or 800.235.8097
The Voyagers
Group Dream and OOB work
Meetings Bimonthly
Contact Anthony Golembiewski
Ph: 540.949.6901
259 Elizabeth Ave.
Waynesb oro, VA 23980
MICHAEL KATZ
Lucid Dreamin g and beyond.
Transpersonal approach es for creative
dreams and waking.
Individu als and groups.
Manhatt en, NY Ph: 212.260.8371
EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop.
Meets every Monday night from
7-9pm. Please contact Leon B.
Van Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 NY
Pines Dream Sharers
Enjoy the warmth and support of
like-minded seekers. All welcome!
Meets monthly in Cincinna ti area
Contact Noreen Wessling
5429 Overlook Drive, Milford, OH
45150 Ph: 513.831.7045
Columbu s, OH Dream Apprecia tion
group. Peer-led. Meets Wednesd ays
midday, OSU campus area.
Contact MARGARET HONTO N
Ph: 614.885.0823

IEHlg JD)1f~e!Plm~ '"'"'"'"
ty's Paths and create, here ....
Humani
g
Let's continue Dreamin
" ... . a cultural reposito ry for big dreams.
Dreams which you feel were 'Gifted' to share
with the larger dream commun ity.
Submit to Dream Network , PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 84532
CiPJaa fiD1!

We share dreams, learn symbolism &
interpretat ion and techniques for
remembering. Theosophi cal Society,
Deerfield Beach, FL. 305.420.0908
Wed. 12 Noon/wee kly (ongoing)
Facilitators: Sy Ginsburg & others
CREATIVE DREAM
GROUPS & WORKSHOPS
Utilizing Jungian, expressive and
integrative dreamwor k methods.
Contact Marlene King, M.A.,2630 S.E.
Schiller St., Portland, OR 97202
Ph: 503.234.6885
DR. ANN RICHARDS
Weekly Dream Class in Portland
& ongoing dream bulletin:
"Dreams, Jung AND Art"
SASE to to 1717 SW Park
Portland, OR 97201
Ph: 503.222.0533
Dreamers Still Dreaming
Format: Open-ende d concept
presentatio n & interpretation. Bimonthly
meeting near downtown Portland, OR.
No fee, no leader. Contact :
Kate Hammond , Ph: 503.241.0950

YIDIJIJ.1f

J[})1f~rPJWIJ N!~fttw@1f!k U:$ Ooo!Liloo~ff Our Websit e Addres s
is: http:// www. hrntp. com/n ew/dre am/dre arn.htm l
Our World Wide Web Page has sample articles, informat ion on back issue
content, writer's guidelines, advertisi ng information and soon, our
complete article index from 1982! From this site, you can email, downloa d,
subscribe, order back issues and The Art of Dreamsh aring and Developi ng
Dream Groups! From the ordering section, you can make comments, ask
questions .... via email: DreamsK ey2sisna .com Be in touch!

£\J'fJ~O~®il®@l @[f'®®OOJ lru®O®il®@l @[l@®rru~~®il~®rru~
ASCLEPl ADS, A.H.O.A.
"The oldest dream counseling group in the world!"
PO Box 95, Calumet City, IL 60409
Ph: 708.862.1196
ASSOCIATION for the STUDY OF DREAMS
For Membership information
ASD PO Box 1600 Vienna, VA 22183
Ph : 703.242.8888

DREAM STREAMS - Meets 1st Tues.
of the month from 7 - 9p.m.
@Discovery Bookshop,
808 W Second St., Lansdale, PA 19446
Ph: 21:i.822.5951
Contact: Linda Rosenthal
Bucks/Mo ntco area

LUCIDITY ASSOCIATION
8703 109TH ST Edmonto n, Alberta T6G 2L5 CANADA

METRO D.C. COMMUNITY
Open To All who share an interest in
dreams. 1st Sat. each month, 1-5pm
Patrick Henry Library 101 Maple Ave. E
Vienna, VA. Info: contact Rita Dwyer
Ph: 703.281.3639 No fee

LUCIDITY INSTITUTE
Box 2364 Stanford, CA 94309
MONTREAL CENTER for the STUDY OF DREAMS
For Membership & Newsletter Info:
PO Box 69 Outremonst, QC CANADA

Explore Your Dreams
Dream Group meets every other
lOam - Noon. No fee

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DREAMS
For Membership & Information:
ORIENTE 172 No. 243
COL. Moctezuma Mexico 9 D.F. 15500 MEXICO

ONIROS
French Association for the Study of Dreams
Publishes a Quarterly Journal
BP 30, 93451 lie St. Denis decex, FRANCE Phone: 48.20.21.36
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Carol Weidberg , A.C.S. W.
Psychoan alyst, intuitive;
25 years experienc e as a healer.
Offers spiritual psychoth erapy.
Individua l sessions for inner
explorati on and dreamwo rk
(Jungian orien tatio n).
Also, ongoing dream groups.
All appointm ents in
New York City- Upper Eastside.
Most fees, insurance reimbu rsable.
Phone 212.734.5876
The Dreamwheel.
Workshops, trainings for lay people and
professionals. Monthly Dream Council
(open circle). Referrals, consultation to
individuals, groups, organizations.
Support for dream group start-up.
(508) 369-2634 Concord, MA.
Ramsey Raymond , MA. MHC , Director.

Barbara Shor is researchin g a book on
angels and dreaming. She's looking for
dreams or visions of any length about
angels, or with mysteriou s presences
that may have been angels. Please send
dreams, as well as any unusual waking
experiences related to the dreams.
Anonymit y is guaranteed.%: 400 Central
Park West, NY, NY10025.
Dr. Ann Richards is researchin g for an
article on DESIGNS and FORMATS of
DREAM CLASSES. Teachers/ Leaders
of dream classes/gr oups, please send
your experiences and suggestion s about
facilitating dream groups.
You will be credited in follow up article
to be provided to DREAM NETWOR K
SASE to 1717SW Park Ave. #815
Portland, OR 97201
Patricia Kelly requests that you submit
poetry based on dreams, especially
poem / poets from New York City. Send
to: 4137 75th St. Elmhurst, NY 11373
Kelly Bulkley is collecting dreams
relating to the 1996 President ial
election., e.g. 1) a Presidenti al
candidate appears, 2) some other
olitical figure or 3) a political theme or
issue from the campaign environm ent.
Please send to: 226 Amherst Ave.
Kensington, CA 94708.
Ph: 510/528-0226. Email:

Relax into your dreams whi le
listening to Spirit !F/itte
by brother dreame r Daniel Bey.
At a store near you or send $12 to
Eagle Vtston, Dept. DN
PO Box 54, Centerville, TN 37033
tnfo 615 729·3388
~Art of

Dream Sharing
&

Developing

Dream Groups
~

,_

..

o-tlw ....

Drt•• N•ftHWic
A 44 page Booklet
containing the best educational
articles on these topics
from Dream Network .

$5 each(+ $1 P&H)
to DN, POB 1026, Moab, UT 84532
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Marc Barasch, au thor of The Healing
&!h and co-au thor of Remarkable
Recovery is researchin g a book on
"Healing Dream." Individua ls or
clinicians who are willing to share
dream experiences which seemingly
catalyzed a healing (psychosp iritual or
even physiological) are invited to
submit. Marc is also looking for dream
experiences with demonstra bly
parapsychological content. My interest
is in how 'numinou s' dreams are
integrated into ordinary waking life as
spurs to change, growth and action.
Write, email or Fax to:
865 37th St., Boulder; CO 80303.
email: marcbarl@aol.com
Fax (303) 440-5054.
Walt Stover is now writing a book to
be published by A.R.E. press on
precognit ive dreams, dreams that have
later become manifest. Subject matter
of all types will be considere d; dreams
need not be of the "mountain top"
variety. Indicate if you are willing to
have your dreams published ; your
confidenti ality will be honored.
Please send your precognitive dreams
(preferabl y typed) to 4124 Fawn Court,
Marietta, GA 30068 Ph: 404.565.6215

76633.155~ompuserve.com

Anthony Sykes would like to
correspon d with anyone who has had
dreams, visions or psychic impressio ns
about anything relating to HIV and
AIDS. Informatio n will be greatly
appreciate d. Send to: 156-20 Riverside
Dr. W #9C, New York, NY 10032
Ph: 212.928.3343
Carol Schreier Rupprech t seeks
informati on and experienc es
involving dreaming and the legal
ystem, for example dreams used in
trials, for a project with an attorney,
of dreams as proofs.
Please write: 37397 Riverside Drive,
Pleasant Hill, OR 97455
Anyone doing conscious explorations
of the dreamsca pe and/ or hypnagog ic
states related to the Tibetan method of
lucid dreaming , please respond.Write
to Jan Janzen, Box 437, Tofino, B.C.,
Canada VOR Z:ZO
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Marlene King, M.A. is collecting
dreams and visionary accounts from
people who are diagnosed as terminally ill, particular ly from those in the
latter stages of their illness. Also
seeking dreams of people who have
recorded I told a dream just prior to
their death, sudden or otherwise . Please
include any additional info illuminati ng
the dream context. Confident iality is
assured. Please send to
2630 SE Schiller St
Portland, OR 97202
Janice Baylis, Ph. D. is seeking dreams
about or featuring celebrities . These
could be entertaine rs, politicians, sports
figures, scientists, etc. If you have
access to dreams which celebrities have
had, these are also needed.
Occasionally, these turn up in the news.
Write to: 1180 Oakmont Rd.
#51-J, Seal Beach, CA 90740

Give YourSelf
and your network the Gift
of JJ))1f~rD11JfJ1 N ~ itrwCOJ1f1k

at our Special Introductory
and Gift Subscription Prices!
For a Special Occasion ,
for the Holiday Season
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Gift Subscriptio n:

Dream Network Subscriptio n

@ $11 per year(+ Postage for foreign; see above)

@$19.95 per year/4 issues

Your Name
--------- --------- ---Address
--------- --------- ------City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,,.--State
Zip
(+4) _ __
Visa/MC/AmEx - - - - - - - - - - Expires _ __

Name
-------- -------- -------Address
------- ------- -----City________ ________ ________
State
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(+4) _ __
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(Recipients will receive a card acknowledging your gift!)
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(We'll be Lighted if you need to xerox or use additional sheets!)
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I am in an open field gazing at the
myriad of stars above. There is a
huge crowd of people surrounding
me as I stand beside a large
camp_'')~fire. At first. I am transf')~ixed
by the crackli~g sound of the fire.
I then look up znto the sky and see
a shooting star. I feel exhilarated
.(
.'
.
when I glzmpse zt s long tazl.
A friend of mine whose nickname
is Hollywood tells me,
"Don't forget, today's Christmas!"
Suddenly, everyone about me is
frozen still, like putting on the
"pause" control on a VCR.
I loo k abou t me an d say,
"Let's do this over• "
As they are still, I am able to look

Path~

At this point, hundreds of
shooting stars are erratically
dispersing, as the huge crowd of
people surrounding me
harmoniously begins to applaud.
I exclaim that the shooting stars
are really angels.
An unusual combination of
feelings, both soothing and
monumental consume me.
• ' ••.
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When
m.
andtrytorecognizethe
I cannot do so, everyone resumes
moving about. As I look up at the
sky, everyone else does the same.

I awakene d, puzzled by the immedia te proclivity
to think of the constellation Orion and some
mysterio us unknown purifying event about to occur. I.
felt as if the universe was about to transform and I was
being allowed to breathe into it's respiration.
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This image of the Berlin Wall represents a divided peoples struggle to unify and heal.
Wir sind ein volk -- "We are one people." It depicts both a real moment in time
and the ongoing hope of all humanity to see ourselves as one family.
Art by Chris Grassano, afine artist and illustrator. She has had numerous illustrations published in the Dream Network
Journal. Her main focus is painting urban wildlife and urban life environments.
Contact Chris @3765 20th Street, San Francisco, CA 94110 Ph: 415/821-7135
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